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I, iMflOMCTIOI 
Sxperimental comparisoas of plant response to granulated 
and to pulverized soluble phospliate sources iiav© not revealed 
any eonsisttnt dlfferenees. In. soa© oases pulverized material 
is better tliaii granular,^, in other eases tli© revers® is true, 
and in aanj eases m differ@ae®s hav# been found, Prtsiamablj 
these variations depend upon th© properties of tli® soil to 
which th® fertilizer i0 addedf however, no previous investi­
gation has been mad# of the eaus&l relationships, 
fh© relative value of granulated and of pulverized forms 
of the M-ame fortilizsr material m&j be verj different. Thus 
a laboratory procediare for predleting the relative merits of 
granulated and of pulvariged fertilizer material with a 
particular soil would have soa© value from an eeonomie stand­
point, f.h© objeetiv® of the investigation reported in t^•;is 
thesis was to find variables which ar© correlated with plant 
response to different partiel® sizes of -water-soluble phos­
phate fertilizers. Knowledge of th@ variables involved 
should lead to a laboratory prooedure for predicting the 
relative merits of granulated and pulverized fertilizer mate­
rial for us© on a p-artieular soil. 
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II. MTlH41!IiHE RE¥I1¥ 
Available pessarcli data lead to tlie conclusion that, in 
the CB.3Q of diealeitm phosphate and less solubl# fertilisers, 
plant response Incremsts aa the partiel© siz® decreases 
CBr©n©s et al.,, 1955l ^ nrlisoa, 1916| Conner and Aiams, 1926s 
Hill, at al,, X9k-^l Jacob and loss, 19i|.0| fioss and Jacob, 
1937 J Se-atz ©t_ l^S^l-l Teman,, 19i|-^)* In onlj on© in-
staaee in the aboir® references were the larg© particles better 
than the small partlelesj. this ocemrrsd in a soil with pH 9.5 
(loss and Jacob, 1937)• 
This behaTior has been explained on the basis of surface 
area pr®i©nt©d for reaction with the soil (Brenes, ©t al.» 
1955? Joos and Black, 195l| I^awton and Cook, 1955). Because 
of the low solubility the rat® of reaction per unit of sur­
face area is slow| therefor©, large surface areas ar® neces­
sary before an appreciable reaction rate occurs* A decrease 
In particle si2» incraaaes surfso® ar@a per unit weight of 
fartllig«r and consequentlj inereasea the reaction surface 
and reaction rats. 
The particle-sis® affects of water-soluble phosphate 
fertilisers ar© not as invariable &s the particle-siz© effects 
of water--insolubl© fertilizers (Bjcgkowski and Ostromecka, 
195i}-j G-orsM, et al,, 195'i|-» Mstvin, 1954, Michael and Schmal-
fttss, 1953i Sheriam and Hardest^, 1950| Starostka, ©t al., 
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195^1 ^©man., Wilding, 19i|.9). A wide variety of re­
sults is represented la the above raf®rences» I'h© results of 
aoat ®xp©rlaients ©ither favored larg© particles or Indicated 
that tli©re were no differences. In sobi© eases the small par­
ticles were better tlian the larg© particles, and in some 
eases particles of lnt©ra©dlat© size w®r© superior to @ltli@r 
large or small particles*. Sometim®® th©r@ was an iateraotion 
between placement {band or mixed) and particle glzo, These 
results suggest that partiele-siz© effeots of soluble phos­
phate fertilizers depend to so«© extent on soil properties. 
As the partiel® siz© ©f superphosphate is increased, 
concentrations of fertilizer phosphorus per gram of soil in­
crease in regions elose to th« added partiel© (Lawton and 
¥oaiooil, 1951|.). That is to say# with the larger partieles, 
portions of th© soil have r®aetffld with more phosphorus than 
is the eas© with gmaller particles, Th© superiority of granu-
lated superphosphate relative to,pmlv©rlz#d superphosphate is 
generally considered to bfe du# to mor© eoaplat® gatisfaetlon 
of th© capacity ©f the soil for reaction witti phosphorus, 
fhat Itj, as the quantity of phosphorus whieh reacts with unit 
weight of soil is increased, the availability of th« reacted 
phosphorus increases. Therefore, th© availability of th© 
larger particles is greater than that of th© smaller particles, 
fhis line of reasoning evidently fails to account for instances 
in Mhleh the availability of pulverized soluble phosphate 
h 
fertilisers is equal to or greater than that of granulated 
soluble pkospimt© f&rtiliE®rs* 
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III, MALXSIS OP fHl PROBLEM 
In the first part of tMs section a hypotliesis will I?© 
d®T®lop©d for explaining p&rtiel®-»slz@ effscts of solubl© 
phosphate fertilisers, fhen a proeedure Mill b® outlined for 
@¥aluatlng tli© hypotlaesis. 
Aa Fraps (1922) pointed out, fertilizer phosphorus is 
irregularly distributed in the soil. In th© final anal|-®ls, 
particles of fertilizer ar© added t© the soil. As added 
fertilizer phosphorus dissolvefi and moves away from th© f«r» 
tllizer particle it reacts with the soil and is iiasobllised 
as relatively insoluble coiipounds. As a resiilt th© fertilizer 
phosphorus reaains irregularly distrlbutsd throughout th@ 
soil for periods ©f time comparable with at least on© cropping 
season. Some parts of th© soil ar© influenced by fertilizer 
while other parts of th© soil remain as th®y were before th© 
addition of fertilizer. 
It seems rsasonabl© to hypothaaize that under otherwise 
similar conditions th© value of a fertiliaer to plaats is 
eontrolled by the part of the soil actually influenced by 
th© fertiliser addition^ and heae© that variations in th® 
©ffectiveiies® of fertilizer® &r© caused by differences to be 
found in the parts of the soil influenced by the f#rtili2®r. 
It follows from this hypothesis that differences In plant 
response to various particl© sizes of the nmne phosphate 
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fsFtllizer sliOTild arise from iiffer-enc®® found in th@ part of 
til© soil influoaeed toy th© feytillaer. 
Jk more specific hypothesis is that the imerease In the 
aTsilabiHtj of phosphoras la a soil resulting froa the addi­
tion of phosphat© f«rtili?©r is dependent primarily upon the 
Toliime of soil directly Influeneed hj the phosphorus addition 
and the increase la aTsllabilitf of the phosphorus in ©aoh 
gegment of soil in this Toluiaa of influence. Stated in 
mathematical t@rms, this beeoaas 
n 
A %¥. (1) 
i=l 
wher© M iM th® availahilitj of the fertilizer phosphorus 
Gj_ is th© availahility of th® fertilizer phosphorus per 
unit -roluai© of soil 
ii th© volume of soil containing fertiligier phosphorus 
with an availability of per \mit Tolum©. 
This summation if carried out over all volumes of soil influ-
eneed hj fertiliser* 
By consideration of equation (1) in a qualitative way, 
"A" may be shown to increase, remain constant, or decrease as 
the partlel© size of th® added fertilizer changes, the two . 
variables, voluia© of soil Influenced and conoantration of 
fertiliser phosphorus per unit of sollj are somewhat inter-
dependant* With a given weight of fertilizer a dscrease In 
th© volume of soil actually fertilized will mean, in general* 
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that liiei»eas©cl coneentration-B of fertilizer piiosphoms will 
occur in some regions of soil influenced by fertiliser. Is 
th.® partlol© si20 of wat©resoluble f©rtiliaer is increased, 
the total volm# ©f soil iaflueneed will deorsasei and con­
sequently- higher eoncantratlens ef fertilizer phosphorus will 
he found in soae rdgions of th© Toliaia© of soil imflueno^d by 
f®rtilia«r (this follows from th© wark of Lawton and Yoaocil 
(19$l|.) and laboratorj studies of phosphoru® fixation)^ Ac-
©ording to this reasoning and equation (1)| "A** could increase 
with inereasiag partiel# size if *'&!** lncr®as©s rapidly enough 
with Inereafiing coaeeatratioa ©f f#rtilia©r phosphorus, 
Soughlj, th© inerease in "SI** will oT©rcom© the d©cri>as® in 
volmte of soil influenced by fertilizer, to th© other hand, 
"Gl'* may increas© so slowly with iiiereasing concentratioas of 
fertilizer phosphorus that "A** will decrease or r©aai.n con­
stant with incrdasiag particl® sis#, 
low the ia@th©d \ised to amliiat® equation (1) will b© dis­
cussed, Equation (1) eotild b® ©valmated by sampling the soil 
at Tarious distaneeg from the partiele aiid ©stlmating tii© 
availability of the fertiliser phosphorus in these samples by 
chemical proc©dur®i, fills procedure would b® suitable with 
large particles, but with small particles the laechimical 
diffieulties of saaiplixig would be too great, fhe procedure 
aotually msed infolved ©stiaating the fertiliser phosphorus 
distribution around the particles and th@ afailability of th® 
8 
fertiliser phosphorus as a fmction of the quantity of ferti­
lizer phosphorus per unit quantity of sell. 
Laboratory studies of phosphoras fixation by soil sJaow 
that the quantity ©f phoiphorus fixed dapends upon the concen­
tration ©f phospheruB in aoliatiow and tii© time of contact 
(AyreS;, 193l|,| Qoleman.., HibbarAj 19351 Schreiner and 
failyer* 1906).» It is very diffietilt to express mathemati­
cally til® complex relation betM©#n quantity of phosphorms 
fixed and tia© of contact and eoncentration ©f solution phas© 
phospiiorus in siapl© laboratory systems, fb.® relation becomes 
niu©h mor© eontplex when, diffmaion iatrod-aces variation in 00a* 
centration ai a .fmetioa of tlM# and distance, fhus the cal-
ciilatioa of fertilizer distribution in th© soil from funda­
mental measureuisnts would b# ©xe©ediagly difficult,. 
Th® foregoing problem may be oiroiaav^nttd. Wli®n water-
Boliitol# phospiiat© fertilisers are placed in laoist soil, 
raaotion of th® fertiliser with the soil is relatively rapid. 
After a period of 2 or 3 mofeaent of phosphorus has 
virtually @#as©d (Satohell# 19Sl| t»awton and Vomooil, 195^)* 
Th© eondition existing after diffusion has virtually eeased 
is th© one that is of Major iaportance to the pl«att sinoe it 
is th© oonditioii that dxists during th© Major part of th© 
time the plaat is absorhing fertiliser phosphorus. Thus 
.measurement of phosphorus distribution after .2 weeks should 
provid® a suitable estimate for usd in equation (l). 
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For the purpose of ©stlaating the^ availahiXitj of ferti* 
liaei* phosphorus by labopatoiT- prooedures, th® gimplifylng 
asgimptlon was mad© that the availability of the f#i*tiliz@i» 
phosphoras to plants is a anique, single-T8.1ue4 fimction. of 
th© concenti»ation of fertiliaey phosphoi^us per gram of soil, 
Th© ideal chemical pj^Geeitu*® tor estimating th© availahilitj 
of the fertiliz©!? phosphorus is on© in which the pi»0poi?tion-
ality between th© phosphorus extracted and th© pho.sphoTOS 
used bj th@ plant is indeptndeat ©f the ©oncentration of f®r-
tlli2e:i» phosphorus. 
In the next section of this thesia (Section IV), a gr@en» 
house @xp«rlia®iit is described in which the availability of 
four pai»ticl© sizes of IaH2P0||_,H2,0 was measmred on six soils. 
In Section ¥ a prooedtar© for estiaRting phosphorus dlstribu* 
tion is desoribed, Sactioa fl d®se3?lbe:s th© chemical raeasur®-
iBents msed to ©itiiaat© availability. , Seotioa Til is devoted 
to a eoapai»l8on of equation (1) as calculated from laboratoFj 
data and the f#rtillz#r availability as laeasured in th© green-
hoiis©. 
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I¥. GREJ:;HHOUSB EXPERXILI-IIL 
A, Mat®J?!©Is and Methods 
Six S-oll saraples wsy® eoll©et©d fi»om lo-catlons ia the 
state at Iowa* Thej w#i»® brom^t to th® greerihouse In Ames 
and were air-drl©d» Aft®3? i:pjlag thej were crushed and 
passed ttoou^ a f-laeh a@sh sci*e@n, fabl© 1 list® the pH 
of th® gsmples sxid loeatloa of sampling sites. 
Table 1. The pS-&nd sQuree of the soil sraples used In. the 
greenhoxis# ®xp#i'l»©iit 
Soil Sampling site 
Kaiiean till l|.,7 
Llndlej silt I|..5 
lo« 
W©bst®i» silt J 7*0 
elaj loam 
Carrlngtoa loam 
A-bout k> f#et below siirfae© of a Shelby 
loam la Koiaroe Co. 
faken primarily from Ao hoTizoii in a 
wooded 8GP#a, faraa.Oo. 
Surfac© 6 Ineiies of plot ll|.10 (check 
plot of a long-time feFtllitj experi-
Mat), Agronoay Fam, Story Go, 
5,2 Surface 6 inch#® of tmf©utilized field 
on.Howard Co, Experiaantal Fam, 
Ida silt loam 8,i|. 
S®ymotir silt 5*7 
loam 
Surface 6 inches of an eroded hilltop 
near Western lowe Ixperiaental Farm, 
Monona Co, 
Smrfae© 6 inch®® of imfartiliaed meadow 
on the Seyaiomr**Sh©lbj Ixperiaantal 
Para, ¥ayn® Co., 
®pH detamined on 1 to 2.5 soil to solution. suspension 
with Beekaan pH .mster. 
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fii& fertlllz&vn us^ d In the greenhouse and laboratoi^-
BtmdleB M«r© orjstaHln# SaflgPOj^.H^Ocontaiiilng 23*5^ ?• "SiiBj 
wer© sttpplitd tiirougli t,h© oouPt«sj of Mr, M. L. Hill and 
assoelatei. Division of Fertiliser and Agrleultiaral I^ime# 
Agrictiltaral'l®s#ar«jk S#r¥ic©, tJnlted. States Department of 
Agrieultur®, Beltgvillej Maryland, fhey wer® supplied in the 
partlel© size ranges 28 to- 32,, 16 to 20, 12 to 14* .sand 8 to 
10*m®sh, Th® fertilizers wsad In the greeimouse es:perim©nt 
M@r® tagged with 0*2 aillieurls of phosphora@-32 p«r gjti, of 
^2% tS®pt* 1, 19$l|.K Th® fertilizers used in the laboratory 
studies if@r© hot radioaeti-?©. 
fhe fertilizer saiaples mm weighed on m analytical bal« 
anet* The samples of 28 to 3^p 1-6 to 20, and 12 to li}.-m©sh 
f@rtili.z0r w#re adjusted to within 1^ ef the d«glr®d weight* 
With the 8 to 10-'ia®sh fertilizer it was difficult to adjust 
the weight to & pr©det®rmined vmluef therefore.# th# -actual 
weight was recorded aleng with the iMaiaher of partieles in th© 
sai^le, 
fh© pots for the greenhouse ©xperiaent wer© prepared by 
placing 700,gai.. of soil o» top of 3000 gn,' of s.siid contained 
in a nxiffiber 10 d.an.* I'h© phosphorus fertilizer was alz#d with 
the soil, and mtrient sejlmtion wag added to th© sand. In 
this way, only a small aitt.oi2nt of aatiire soil phosphorus, was 
added, and any salt effects w#r© reduced by adding the nutri­
ent iolutioii to the sand, Treatments on ©aeh soil were 
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cheefe (ao phosph^rui) sad IS# 30, and i|.5 mm* of P per pot 
appliad as IsHgFOi^^HgO In eaeh of the four particle siaes# 
Seven replications were prepared except In the cas© of th© 
Carrlngton loaia Hher© only flT® replieatlans wer® prepared, 
fwo ehmk pot® were iacliided ia ©ach replication. 
fh© sand and soil war# saturated with watar by addition 
of water to tli« sand layer» A brass tub© witli openings In 
the ©nd was inserted i»to tlx© aarid and connected to a watfer 
reservoir, Suffioieiit water to satiirat© th.© sand and soil 
was add©d to th« reserwir and the water was allowed t© flow 
into th© pot mndsr the influence ©f gravity. The pots were 
th^n covered with brown paper for 10 days to allow th® ferti-
liisar to react %Ath the soil h©for® plants were started. The 
pots M®r« uncovered, and i|. days wsre allowed for emporation 
of exoess water. During this period the pots M©r® placed in 
a random!a®d-bloek,0 split^plot with soils as main treatments 
and fertilizer treataaats m split-plots. 
On October II4., 195i|.> 30 to i|-0 Beaton oat seeds were 
placed on top of the ioil and covered with an additional 150 
giB, of dry soil. Oa Oetober 20, 60 ml,,, of a n-utrient solu-
tioa Mas added to the sand in ©ach pot. The mtrl@nt solu» 
tion wa,s 0.02l|. M with respect to ENO^, 0.016 M with respect 
to Ga-(1,0^}2J and 0,008 M with resp-eet to'MgSO||^. 
Ob ©etober Zk-$ THE p.lants M©R© thiimed to 20 per pot. 
On lovember 5 ®id loTeiaber I8# solution oontaining 25 wigm. of 
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I as SH|^IOj^ .and 25 mgBi» of 1 m KIOj was added fco the soil,, in 
©aoh p0t» 
Daring th® eoars© of tii® pots were weighed 
daily# Wmm the water eonteat of the pots 4ropp®d below 1|.00 
ml,, 300 ml, of HgO was added# Exiiminatioii of r©ot distrihu-
tioa after harvest of th® sxperlment revealed satisfaetory 
root distrlbmtion throttglioat both sand and soil. 
On Ho^eiabar 23 and 2k.f, the pla2it.s war# harvested by cut­
ting them off at the soil surface. Plant samples wtre dried 
in a foreed-air ormi at 83® 0# for a rniaimm of l|.6 hours and 
then welah®d on a torsiQii bal.aae0» Aftar w©l,ghlng, the plant 
stinples were ground in. a Wiley laill and w®r® stored in stop-» 
pered glass bottles mtll they M®r© analysed, 
Bamplet of grotmd p.l'aiit material were dried at 83® C. 
and then eooled in a d®sie.©ator prior to weighing for analy-
sl.s# Fiv©-»tenths»gBi» saiaples of plant iiat©rial were weighed 
on an malytieal balance and t.ransf®rr®d t© 50-al. beakers. 
Tea .till,, of a 5$ soltitio.n of magaesiua aeetat© was, added and 
the contents,of th© beslcer wer® dried on a steam plat©» fh.« 
beakers wer© placed in a eold. mmffle furnac®, fh& temperatiire 
was raised gradually to about 200® 0, and maimtained at that 
temperature -until charring was complete, fh® temperature was '. 
then increased to about 500*^ C, and maintaiaed at that tempera-
tare for about 2 hottrs. After eoolingt the be.akers were 
removed from th© farnaee., the ash was .moistened with normal 
llj. 
MMQj aad fch® acid was waporated on a sttsm plate» I'h® beaic-
«!»» were reheated in the saffl.e furaae© for about an lioiir at 
500® G. At%Qr eoollngg, the mli was disg0l¥©d in 10 ml. of 
normal HIOj. flie eoatents of the beakeps wer© traiisf«rrei 
to 100*ml. volmmetrie flasksjf th® Toltm® was adjusted, and 
th# sol-ution® mtx©d» The insolubl© ®at#rial was allowed 
to gettl© 'befer® takiag an aliquet for analysis# 
fhe a©th©d of aaalyils fop phosphoras was a laodifieation 
of ttie iiolyodi*aiaa.dat® raetJaod described bj Kitson and Mellon 
(19il4). Soltttisn I wm pyeparsd by dissolving 195 S»» of 
aamoniam aolybdate in 80'0 al., of HgO# Soltttioa II was pi^epar-
®d by dissolving 5-OS' gwu of mmmn.l'xm mttavanadate in $00 ml* 
of boiling wate:^, allowing the tolutien to^co©!, adding 2025 
ml, &t eoneentratM liSOj, m.& diluting tli.© total volume to 
10 liters with wat®j?» Solatien III was prepared by pouring 
solution I into solmtion II and diluting to I8 liters with 
distilled watsi?, 
A 5*iil, aliq.mot of the solution of th.© plant ash was 
added to- a 5ci-ral» tegt tufe® and 25 m1« of solution III was 
added, fli® solutioni mixed and allowed to stand for at 
least 1 houp. fiie tFansaittaney wm detemined on an Evelsfn 
photoeleotFic colorimet©!' with a i|.20 millimieTOn filter. 
Stock pliospheria# ®tandaa?'d soltttioai w®r© prepared hj adding 3 
ml. of 0€(ne#nt3?at®d HIO^ and tii® apppopriat© quantity of 
ICHgP©!^ to 500-ffll* velm©tpie flasks and diluting to volnm# 
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with distilled water, fhi© quantity of phosphorus in each 
stock soltition was arljmsted so that a 5-m1« aliquot of the 
stock, solution, would gif® th® desired phosphorus eoneentration 
after dilution and de¥®loprae.at ©f the yellow eolor, 
Hmdieactiw assay df the plant material was asstntially 
&ecording to th© feriqmet method of Maeitenzie and Dean (1950)« 
Sine© th# qmantitj of plaat material iifas limited in some 
eases* a briquet 3/J+-la@h in diameter was ms^d, MoGants 
{1955) d®iaottstrated that hriqmets of this di&a©t®r made from 
MOT& than 1#5 ©»• of plant material wer® of infinite thictoess 
as far as phoiportts-32 radiatloh was concernsd# I'hertfore, 
2-gm,. briqmetg were used. With th© exception of the aboire 
modifioatioa, th© method of radioaetiv© asss.j of plant mate­
rials -was sceordiiag to ICaelfazie and Bean (1950). 
Th© prooedur© tised for precipitating tha phosphorus from 
plant iimterial and froia fsrtilii£®r for radioactive assay was 
m modification of th© proeedttrea for gravimttric analyses, 
for phosphorus described fey lillebrand &1» (1953) a^id 
Treadwell and Hall {1935)« procedure is described in 
detail below, 
fh# mol.i'bdat# reagent was prepared by slowly adding 100 
gm, of pva*@ ittolybdic add to a cold aoltition of 80 ml, of 
eonceatrated and 1|.00 id.# distilled water# ¥h@n solu­
tion of th© molybdio acid was eomplete, th© solution Mm 
slowly added to a mixture of WO of concentrated HSO3 ai.d 
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$QQ 111* of distilled HgO, I'll© was allowed to Btmxd 
for Sk liours m& th&m fllter-e-i iat© a brown. i»e&g©at bettl©, 
Tim magnesia remgeat was prepared by dissolving $'0 gm, 
0f MgGlg^BgO aad 100 m* IHj^Cl In 500 lal,. of HgO, fh® 
Bolmtion was mad# alkalina with IHj^OH an4 after staading ovei*-
al^it was filtered iat© a remgent bottle# fli© filtered solm-
tion was aeidifitd witb. 101 aad dilut#A to^ 1 liter, 
A wmh seliitioa was p-repared whieh coataiaad 
laid Mas approximately -0*5 £, with respect to HIO^* 
For ealeulatioa of the briqii@t faetor,. 2 grsias of plant 
iiaterial was asiiei aeeording to the prGceimre outlined abo¥e» 
The asla residm© was treat©-# with 10 ml, of aoriaal HIO^, and 
til© iasoliible -raaterial wm filtered off -asiiig a Wliataaa lo# 
!|2 filter -p&p&T^ fli® filtrat© was eelleetei in a 250*m1« 
Ijeaker and the volume w&s tdjmsted t© 100 al# with, water. 
To determln© th© specific actiTity of th® fertiliser, 
staples of th© f#rtlli2®r were weighed omt aad diasolved in 
nitrie acid, Aliquots ©f tlies® s-oliitions w©r® pip#tt©d into 
2S0*ttl» beakers, and the volm© was adjusted to approximatelj 
100 111, 
Th® pkospkorus solutieas to M preeipitated w®re lieate-d 
to about i|5® G, on a gtsam plat#,, and 60 al. of tiid molybdat® 
r®ag©iit wa® add^d slowly with, stirrlag. The mixtur® was 
allowed to stand at room tesperature for about 12 hours, fh® 
preeipitata of eaiioaiuffi iaoljMlplio@ph.at© was filtered through. 
17 
Whataaa Mo* flltei? paper and washed with aoidifie'd 
wash solution. It was aot neetssary to tyansfer all th© 
prscipitate from th© heakei? fco the filter papei»s howevea?, th® 
beaker and the preeipitat© in th© filter paper were washed 
with the washing solutlea* Th© beaker eontaiaing the aamoniiiia 
laoljMat© |)i»@0ipitat@ was placed under the ftinn©!, and th© 
pTOcipitat© on the filter pap®r was disBolTsd with 6 I NH|^OH* 
Aftei» all the pi?©oipitat® on th® .filtei» paper had been dis-
solfed# the fllt«i» paper .was mshed with hot water• 
The solution cmtaiaiag th© dissolved amaonim aolybdi-
phosphate was dilmtBd to about 100 ral, -with dlatilled water 
and was mad® slightlj aeld with 6 1 hydrochlorie acid, fen 
nil, of laagaesia reagent was add®d to all samples# Ten ml,, of 
^ N IH|^OH was added slowly with ©©nstant stirring. The solu-' 
tion wag all'&wed to ©tand ofsraight. 
Th# preoipitat# was then filtered aecording. to th© 
laethod of Maelenzi# snd Bean fl9i|.8) and th© actiwitj of th© 
precipitates was d@terained,» Aetivitj maagurtments were mad© 
using fictorem lyp# 1B67 and window Geiger tnhes in eonjmc* 
tisn with I-u0lear-Ghieago Model 161*A sealing unita, 'fh© 
phosphorms eonteat of th© pr@olpitat«s was determined by di0» 
solving the ma^esiim aumonltaa phosphat# precipitate in 
8 HTOj „d imaly.lx.6 th. resulting solution for pho.phol^a 
according to th© method d©serib@d for the plant ash extracts. 
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B., Hemilts and BiscusiioJi 
Av&vmge jlelds of drj matte? .are liat@d in. labl© 2. 
Yl®lds of total pliespkerms ant plio®plioi*us ,a.r© list­
ed in Table 3 and 1'a'ble k* r®ip®eti¥ely, 
Examinatio'ii of th.© data wmBBls tiiat.witli th@ Ida ailt 
losott th® small p&i»tl©l©s wei»e better tMa, the iapg# partlel®s« 
fhig obst-i'iratioa is la i.g3?e#ffle»t with, tli« results of ether 
iavestlgatoFs -ealeu»«oiis soils (Mlelia,©! anfi Solaaallfuss, 
1953} Wilding# l^i,<l). With th# ¥®bst©x» silty claj lorn, there 
waa littl# diff#Feiio.« in the aetien of tii© Tarions particl® 
sis©s. Mith th© other four seils th© larg# particles w©r© 
bdttar than the sraall |>articl®s» 
At this point la the iii¥«@tigatioa three soils w©r© 
ssl«eted for laboratery study# Th® three soils selected war© 
th® Ida slit lom#' th® Wsl>»t©r silty ©lay lo-aaii and th© Sey-
aoiu? silt leam, fh®.s« thr«# aoils r©i>r#s.®iit a ifid« rang© of 
b®ha¥ior with respeet to partiele-sis# @ff©etg. 
Black ant Bm%% (1956) ha^e di»©ussad yield of irj matttr-
jield of atitrient etirves as a er iter ion for detarminlug the 
vaXiditj of comparisons betM#©a two fertilizers supplying a 
coamea mmtri#at. In their dlaeiiition thaj pointed oiat that 
comparisons between tMo fertilizers would be biased if I'l'-ild 
of dry matter-field of nutrieat eurves w®r© ia©t coinoident for 
the two f«rtilla®r», fh®j eoaoluded that if yield of dry 
matter-yield of nutrient eiarves wsr# not coincident for two 
Table 2. Yield of dry matter of oats on six soils with, various rates of application 
and particle sizes of llaHgPOi^. 
Particle P added Yield of dry matter per culture, ga. 
size, per 
laesli culture, Ida silt 'Itfebster silty Seymour Kmsan O&rring- tindley' 
agm* loam clay loam slit loam till ton loaa silt loam 
* m 0 2.19 2.86 2.00 1.93 2.65 2 >11 
28 to 32 15 k-3B I|-.5l}- 2.76 3.09 3.63 3.I4.5 
28 to 32 30 I1-.99 I1.75 3.58 3.66 i|..38 3.81|. 
28 to 32 k$ 5.08 5.00 l|.,21 i|-.38 4.78 4.36 
16 to 20 15 it..59 if-. 35 3.10 3.25 3.6k 3.67 
16 to 20 30 i|..8o 4.19 3.71 3.96 4.37 Ii..l7 
16 to 20 k$ 5.05 k.7B ii.iW- i|-.5i|. 4.79 4.37 
12 to Ik 15 k'31 4.28 3.25 3.67 4.12 3.54 
12 to Ik 30 5.111- i|-23 i}..21 4.52 4.33 
12 to Ik k$ k'79 k.B6 k-78 i|..ii.6 4.89 4.46 
8 to 10 15 k»30 k.29 3.65 3.68 3.92 3.53 
8 to 10 30 1^.53 k»k^ k^k9 k'kk 4.57 4.12 
8 to 10 k$ k.B? k*98 4.67 4.73 4.36 
Table 3* Yield of total phosphorus in oats on six soils'with tepIous rates of 
application and particle sizes of HgO 
farticle 
size. 
F added 
per 
Yield of total phosphorus per i culture, mgm • 
mesh eultixre, 
mam.-
Ida silt 
loam 
Webster silty 
elaj loam 
Seyraour 
silt loa» 
Kaasan 
till 
Carriiag-
ton loam 
Lindley 
silt loam 
0 1.65 2.92 1.62 1.36 2.78 3.72 
28 to 32 15 6»06 6.11 2.85 3.1|.7 k*Z9 5.38 
28 to 32 30 10.8 10.2 1^ .07 5.78 6,03 7.%2 
28 to 32 k.$ 15 ..a 13.6 5.01 8.70 7.83 9.27 
16 to 20 15 6,66 6.26 3.17 3.82 i|..i|.9 5.85 
16 to 20 30 10.3 10.2 if.29 5.72 6. Oil- 8.00 
16 to 20 l4-$ 15.^4- 13.8 5.62 B.kl %%26 9.66 
12 to Ik 1$ 5.97 6.82 3.38 4.52 5.13 5.71 
12 to 111- 30 10.0 10.3 6.95 7.13 8.29 
12 to 11+ 12.8 13.6 6.10 9.28 10.9 
8 to 10 15 5.55 7.18 3.63 it-.76 5.01 5.89 
8 to 10 30 8.30 9.kk 6.05 7.67 7.55 8.42 
8 to 10 45 11.0 13.9 7.36 9.86 9.60 10.3 
V 
Table i|.. Yield of fertiliser piiosphorua in oats on six soils with, various -rates of 
application and particle sizes of laH2P0||^,H2O 
Particle P added Yield of fertilizer phosphorus per eulture, ia©a. 
aesh culture. Ida silt 
loam 
Webster silty 
clay loaa 
Seymour 
silt 1gs« 
Kansan 
till 
Carring-
ton loam 
Lindley 
silt loam 
28 to 32 15 3,70 1.92 0.83 
I.-?? 
1,84 5-®' 1.09 1.36 
28 to 32 30 8,02 4.92 1.63 4.01 2.37 2.59 
28 to 32 k$ 12.6 7.70 2.35 6.81 3.60 4.24 
16 to 20 15 1|..22 2.22 1.18 2.26 5-" 1.30 1.76 
16 to 20 30 7.77 5.07 2.11 4.07 • 2.53 3.33 
16 to 20 h$ 12,5 7.95 3.12 6.53 4.26 4.53 
12 to 1^ 15 3.91 2.76 1.37 2.71 1.85 1.90 
12 to 14 30 7.46 5.64 2.63 5.17 3.62 3.70 •*» 
12 to 14 45 10.1 8.03 3.73 6.59 5.07 5.59 '/•-
6 to 10 15 3.53 3.30 1.74 3.13 2,11 2.05 
8 to 10 30 6.18 5.15 3.84 5.87 4.09 4,18 • 
8 to 10 i|.5 8.55 8.61 4.83 7.82 5.76 5.65 
aa 
.fertiliser's supplying a comon Jiutrient t.hen ©ither the^e was 
a dlfferenc® b©tw©®a tli.a two fertilisers -with regpeet to 
Chang® In availability of tbs nutrient with time or ©1®« tiiere 
was im interaction between the f0rtili,a«r@ and & second gi»owtla 
faetor. 
Plots of jield ©f irj matter versuB yield ©f phoipho^rus 
for th® Ume0 soils use^'in. th© laboratory studies are pre­
sented ia Figure 1,. Figure 2g md Figum 3* statistical 
test was d&wlBed .for t.estiag ¥k®tiie.r partlel©»sla@ differ-
©»o#.s introdmeed ehmnges .ia the yield of dry .matter-yield of 
pliospliorms relatioiish..ip» flsu&l exmln&tion rmmlB, however, 
that the differences mm neither larg« .aor ooBSistsnt, from 
M.hi.eh it may inferred that ©stimat#! ©f relatif© availabil­
ities of pkosplaor-sis in the different particle sizes will not 
M grsatly biased* 
Ylel'd of dry matter,, "yield of pb-osphorms, ^ aad jield ©f 
fertilizer phoiphorus laaj be US04 to meatur© .response to fer­
tilization# laob ©f th©s# plant attributss is an equally-
valid a#asTir® of r®spense to fertilisation. Yield of phos-
piiorui and yield of fertiliser piiusphorms b&m two atvaatagea 
oT@r dry .matter yieldsOn© adYsaitag© ia that tli©;^ sontinu® 
t© ©bang© over a somewhat grep^ter rang© of rat© of applioation. 
fliRt iB, the ji©ld of diry laatter I t^oIs off at a lower rat© 
of f®.rtill2atl'0ii. thtB dooB ©ifeiitr the yield of total pbos-
phorms or the yield of f#.rtili2ser phospbortts. A smond 
Flgm?© 1. Yield of d^j matter vbT'SUs yield of phosphorus in ©afcs gpowi 
oa Ida silt loaa with various pai*ticl© sizes sad rates of 
applieation -of laH^POii^* 
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Figure 2, field of •ai?y matter rmrsns yl©M of ph.osph.ormB in oats 
on Webster silty clay l©aa wit^ wawIgus paptiele 
sizes sad pates &t applieatloa of laHgPOii^* HgO. 
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Table 5. I^lnear regression coefficients for yisM of phosphorus and yield of f®r-
tiliaer phosphorus of oats derived from concurrent straight-line analysis 
Particle 
Hegression coefficient for yield 
of phosphorus on rate of phospho­
rus addition {mga, per culture/agm. 
per culture) 
Regression coefficient for yield 
of fertilizer phosphorus on rate 
of phosphorus addtion per 
culture/mgm. per culttire) 
size, 
mesh 
Ida silt 
loam 
Webster silty Seymour 
clay loam silt loaa 
Ida silt 
loam 
Webster silty 
clay loaa 
Seymour 
silt loam 
28 to 32 0.303 0,236 0.0737 . 0.266 0.1714- 0.0i|.69 
16 to 20 0.295 0.21|.0 0.0859® 0.26i|, 0.181 0,06l|.0®-
12 to Ik 0.252® 0,2l4l 0.0992®- 0.226^ 0.190 0.0786® 
8 to 10 0.208^ 0.263^ 0.1297^ 0.189® 0.220® 0.1070® 
Standard 
error of 
regression 
coefficients 0,006 0.006 0.0037 0.007 0.006 0,0041 
^Deviation from regression coefficent of 28 to 32 mesh particles significant 
at $% level. 
Figmr® l|.. Held ©f total i^tosplioras in oat plants gT'Own on Ida silt 
losM Mitti three fates of addition of ©acli of ftmr particl# 
sizes of laH2FOL-*H20 feytilizej*. Lines io?.© ^ealealated from 
eoneOTi?diit"Stp&iglit-lin« anatly«is. Points ar# ©j^ s-erimental 
ob3«i*vations. 
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Figur# 6. ¥1©M of total phosphorus ia ©at plants gFown on Seymour 
silt loam three rates of addition of ©mefa. of four 
partiol© sizes of ^aH2P0|.*H2d iiiies are 
ealeulated from concurrent-atmi^t-llne analjsis* folata 
are ©xperlmental observetions. 
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.Plgore 7. Yield of fertiliser phosphorus in oat plants growi on Ida 
silt loam with three rates of addition of ©aeb. of femr 
partiel© siz^s of laH2P0||^*H20 fartilizar. Lines are calcmlated 
from, coneurrent-strai^t-line analysis. Points are ©xperimeiital 
observations 
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Figure 8, Yield of fertilizer phosphorms in oat plaats grown on Webster 
silty clay loam, with three rates of addition of each of fotar 
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Figure 10. Belative availabilltj of tour paa^tiele si^es of laH2P0h.H20 
fertilizer based on yield of total phosphorus in oat plants 
grown on thre# soils in the grsenhous©.,. She 20 to 32-«esh 
p&rticl® sis© is arbitrarily &asi@ied a ¥alu@ of imity with 
each soil. 
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adTantag© ia that, in this exp®ria©nt^|, yield of piiosphopus 
and jield of fertilizer phosplioinis ar© linear fmetion@ of 
rate of application of f©rtHl^#i» whll$ yield of dry matter 
IM & eiirvilin#ar fmistioii ©f rat# of .application. Unless 
Mitseherlicli ei3rves &r@ ealettlated for th,© jield of dry matter, 
it is mrj dlffieult t& eo-npar© the relative valm® of the 
various particle sig©@ in tl» eaiae soil. For tli®s© reasons 
.yield of phosphorus snt yi«ld f®rtiliaer pliosphorms v&r& ia.s®d 
to memuTB responae to fertilisers.. 
Ihe .statistieal luaalysls applied to the data was th® 
eoaeurrent-strai^it-liii© s^tlaod described hj Mhlt® «t al« 
(1956)• The maljsis provides an estiaat© of the slopes of 
til© straight lin@s rtlating ji&ld of pliospliorai to rat© of 
•addition of tli« different partiel&*si^® materials eoasistent 
with t&e eonditioa that tke^ lin«s .for the various particle 
Mims g& tliroiig^ thm sta© point at zsro rat« of a<lditlon. 
fh© caleulated. slop-eg of th© various lines are pr©.sentsd 
in fable 5» fh® 28 to 32-m0®Ii fertiliser was selected as 
standard, aad all other pertiel© sizes w©r© tested witb. re-
speet to the 20 to 3E*.itt©g]a particles, . Th© sas®s iix wiiioii 
behavior 1b signifieantlj different from th© E8 to 3 -^ai@sh 
particles ar© Indioat^ed hf an '^a"* G-raphs of experimental 
points and t-to© e&lemlated lina^ s ar® presented ia- Figmrti i|. 
throu#i 9-« Pig«r® 10 smiBiaris#® tii® greenhouse data for thes© 
aoils# 
. f, DISTSIBiraiOI OF PSRfILI2SS PHOSPHORUS 
The particles of fertillsei' used in the gre^nhtotis© experi­
ment were so small that a direct aeasiireaent of fertilizer 
phosphoras distributioii sromd th® particles wai not practi­
cable# Aa indirect metiaosi for atasuring phosphorusi distriM-
tion wfts d®vis®d# la tiiis Method the n&tiir® soil phoBphoruM 
u&M tagged with phospliertts-Jg and th© phoapbor-as-32 contents 
of the orgttciie matter of fertilized ant mfertiliaed samples 
of soil w#re eompared after inc^itoation, 
A* flieorj 
Microorganisms will ia^orporat© p3iosplaortts<*32 into or­
ganic c#ap©ittiids in direct proportion to th© specific aetiTitj 
of the so-ttrc® of pjaospkorms and .n©t iiaiBobill^ation of phos-
piienis. Stated mathematieiLllf this become® 
t « Bill (2) 
Mli©r© R 5® ph0'spii0rus*32 acti'Tity ©f tb.© organic matter 
in ¥ol-um@ ¥ ©f soil 
i s apeoiflc aetiTity of the somroe of phospiioras 
K, « quantity of phosphorus ifflaobilizod par unit 
¥olua© of soil. 
? « total Tol«me of soil 
low consider th® eas© ¥li#re:| (a) tha native soil pho®-
piiorms is tagged with ph.oapliortts-32^ ih) particles of non-
I|.6 
FEdioactivd fertiliser are added to tlie phospti.orus-32 tagged 
soil aad are allowed to diffuse throut^ and react witb. th© 
soil,, and (c) after iiffmsioa of fertiliaer has pr©e©®d©d for 
a sp«eified tim®, tb© soil is ineubated under conditions de-
sigaed to promote ©xtea®iv® microbiological actlTitj» 
In thii €«®® 
8 = Z ^i%^ i 
"wher® H = activity iaeorporated into tlie organic matter in 
TOluitt® during tii-0 imsubation period, 
ft = t©tal vollim® of soil, 
js voliim® of soil influ-enced by fertilizer, 
Sj = speeifio activity of the phosphorus availabl® 
to microerganisas ia the volume element of 
soil inflm«ne®d by fertilizer, 
Sq « apeoifie activity of th.® native soil phosphorus 
available to the mlcroorganlsma, 
K|_ « n@t microbiological iiamobllizatioa of phosphorus 
per unit voluae of 8G11 in the irolume element V^, 
5s net microbiological iwiobiliEatioa of phoaphorua 
per mit volm© of soil taniiiflueiioed by fertilizer, 
¥| = elemental volum© of soil influenced by f©rtiliz®r, 
and ^Vi = Vf . 
Eqiiatioa (3) may be siaplified to th© extent that ferti-
liier phosphortig distributloa may b© approximated from ©xp®ri-
aental aeasurements# fhis will he accomplished by considering 
th® other condltiofts whieh. apply to the situation being con­
sidered, namely s 
1» The speeific aetivity of phosphorus In regions of soil 
influenced by fertilizer is & funetion of th® quantity of fer­
tilizer phosphorus and the apparent quantity of soil phosphorus 
which ©tuilibratea with phosphoru®»32» 
2, Th© total quantity of phosphorus added is known and 
is equal to the suBaaation over V|. of fertilizer phosphorus per 
unit volume of soil. 
3* ff is a function of th© number of particles of 'ferti­
lizer added and the distanee of diffusion of phosphorus from 
any on® particle, 
l|.. The net .iomobilization of phosphorus by aioroorgan-
isas p«r unit ¥olu»® of soil ii a aeasurabl# function of th© 
eoneentration of fertiliser phosphorus, 
Th© product SqK^ may b© m®asur©d by • incubating unferti­
lized samples. The quantity S|_ depends upon and th© quan­
tity of fertilizer phosphorus in the manner given by equation 
(W-
®1 ~ P|. 4- Pg 
where P|. « quantity of fertiliztr phosphorus per unit voluia© 
of soil in volua® element 
Fg = apparent quantity of native soil phosphomis which 
equilibrates with-phosphorus-32 per unit volum# 
of soil. 
kB 
I'ui'thei? ©Impllfieatlon b© aehieved hj establishing a 
thr©«"*<a.im©nslon&l eoordinat® syst#a with origin at the center 
of the fertilizer partlol®« As a simplifying approximation, 
th@ fertilizer phosphorms distribution is asaiuaed to possess 
spherioal symmetry with reso®et to this origin. If x is 
chosen as th@ variable to m«asur® <iistanc« from th© origin, 
th® fertilizer phosphorus distribution then beooaes & function 
of X alone, and 
% « FCx) C5) 
wher® FCX) is some function of x. Ihu® (1|.) beooraes 
f / \  
% = F(x) 4 ' f g  
In Ilk® manner 
Ki = a [Pf3 = 0 [p(x)] (7) 
where Cijp|-"]is Bom function of P|.. 
For syitems possessing sperical symmetry th® volume of 
the elemental Tolum® el©a©nt la given by 
- k TTx^dx (a) 
low th© second term on th® ri^t hand aid# of equation (3) 
becomes 
/x = D 
/ S P 
2 = n/ ' P(xf + Pg 0[f(x  ^ i}.7Tx^ dx (9) 
yx » 0 
\ 
wher® n » number of particles of fertilizsr added in volura® 
D » distanc# of moTement of phosphorus from on© partlol®. 
Equation (3) becomei 
ft « » Yf) + a 
•1. = 0 (10) 
An ©xperimental detaminatlon of iCj_ m»j b© necessary. 
This may b© accoiBplished fey ineubating a series of saaples 
containing variom® aaomts of fertilizer phosphorus uaiforialy 
distributtd throu^out the ^iol@ volume ©f soil, fh© values 
of S| maj b© calculated froia ©quatioa Cl|.) and K3_' calculated 
relatlT© to at each phosphorus level. Then an empirical 
equation m&j toe fitted to obtain the function G(P|.), 
Is an alternate procedure the product aaj b© obtain^ 
©d m so»® diapirical function of 1CP|.). Ixamples of both 
of these procedure® will be used in later paragraphs, 
Th© reiaaining unknown factors in equation (9) are ¥'^, D, 
and P{x). fhea© quanttti@s appear in other relations which 
apply to th® system, namely, 
where M ss weight of fertilizer added to th© soil saB5)l©. 
{11) 
(12) 
P(D) = 0 (13) 
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Equations (10, (11), (12), and (13) ©©astitut® a system 
of four simultaneous equatloas. Equation (IS) may be usefi to 
©liaiaat® D* Bqiiatioiis (11) and ,(12) may b# used to ©liainat© 
two constants in F(x). fh@n 1 is a funetion of alone, 
•assOTiiiig two coastants are usei to dtfin® F(%), and may b@ 
calcwlateA from axptrimental meaaurementS' of S, 
fhti®, due to th® limited moiaber of equations, F(x) may 
contain only two constantg. Data of Lawton and fomocil (195^^-) 
and Bouldin (1953) auggegt a strai^t line ag th© best approxi-' 
mation which contains only tuo constants. Thus, as an approxi­
mation assiaa® 
F(x) =s b - ffix (li|.) 
where b and la ar@ constants. 
Using equation (ll|.) in tquations (11)^ (12), and (13), 
respectlTely: 
W = JLJl^ (15) 
3 
Y l|. TT n f ^ - * — ( 1 6 )  
3 '» 
D « (17) 18 
In scam© soils it i® likely that microbiological activity 
will not he influenced by the level of fertilizer phosphorus. 
In. this case 
a[p^  
$1 
Then equation (10) becomes 
= b/j a 
SoKoPg 
H = S„K„(Vt - ¥,) + n j STlSrrp^ (16) 
<4; « 0 
•which on integration and sia^lifieation becomes 
® = SoKofVt - Vf) 
3 
¥ 
- SoKoOPa) t \. „ 21#^  ,P P„ff' \ f|.P W 4- -yT" + i mXL.Z In ,,.,1 
Z ^ If F„^ |. + i|.Wj f 
(19) 
fo•evaluate•(19), experimental measurements of activity 
in the organic matter of fertilised samples, activity in the 
organic matter of unfertilized limples, and Pg &r® necesaary. 
Examination of equation (19) reveals that it is only necessary 
to aeasurs some constaB.t fraction of the phosphorus-32 in th® 
organic matter. That is# 
R» GR (20) 
HH = cSoKQ, (21)-
wher® R' and are experimental values for activity in the 
organic matter 
0 is a constant 
SqEq and R are actual values for activity in th® organic 
matter. 
In case depends upon F|., an empirical equation such as 
(22) may be obtained, 
S^Ki* H(Pf ) (22) 
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Suljstltution of (22) into (10), integration of the resulting 
equation^ an.d @ imp 1 if! eat ion with equations (15)» (1^)» and 
{17} will result in an expression similar to {19). 
B.. Metliods and Materials 
The native soil phosphorus was tagged with phosphor-aa-32 
by preparing a solution containing 1 mlcro,gia» of nonradio­
active phosphorus per m1. {-anless otherwise specified) and 
0.5 to 1 mierocurie of phosphorus-32 per lal, Pour-hundred-ml» 
•aliquots of this solution wer© placed in. l-lit©r be&kera mnd 
ij.00 g». of soil war© added and mixed. The beakers were trans­
ferred to a forced-dTjaft drying oT®n at 65® C. and dried. The 
soil was mixed three or four times during the drying period, 
Brying required approximately 36 hours. 
After drying, the soil was erushed and passed through an 
l8-mesh screen. The whol® <pantity of soil used in any one 
experiment was combined and well mixed, 
Twenty-gai, samples of the tagged soil w@re weiglied out, 
any specified fertilizer addition was made, and the soil was 
transferred to 50*al, b©ak®rs. In case the fertilizer addi­
tion was th® 8 to lO-imesh material, 10 gm,. of tagged soil was 
placed in the beaker, the particles {one or two) of fertilizer 
w©r® placed on th© soil and an additional 10 grama of soil 
was added, Ih® fertilizer used was nonradioactlTe 
MaHpPOj, •HpO prepared in th© aam© manner as the fertilizer® 
£» £m 
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used In th.® greenhouse experiments.. 
Sufficient water or nutrient solution to completely satu­
rate the sBMple was added while the sample was under ¥acuum. 
Addition of solution wMl® the sample was under ^ acuiia pre­
vent ®d formation of larg® air poo&ets. 
Itt som® oases'a nutrient solution was added to the soil 
to produe© a high level of laierobiologieal activity. The 
nutrimt solution was a aodifieation of on® described by M©hlieh 
et &1, (193-^)• dontained 25 gm. of dextrose, 2.S gm. of 
0,5 gm. of peptone, and 5 Ml. of a mineral salt solu­
tion per liter, laoh 100 al, of ths lalneral salt solution 
coatained 20 gii, of KOI and 10 gm. of MgSO|^* TH^O. 
Phosphorus-32 aetirity in the organic matter was measured 
using a sodifioation of the procedure described by Soring 
(1955). A. description of the modified prooadur© follows! 
Pive-gii. samples of soil were placed in 125'-ml» Srlenaayor 
flasks and Z$ lol, of 1 HCl was added to ©ach flask, fh® flasks 
were plaoed on a steam plate for 5 minutes and the contents 
ware agitated by hand ti#o or three times during thi.s internal, 
fh@ solution, was filtered off using Mhataaa lo. 12 filter 
paper, Th© soil was quantitatively transferred to the filter 
paper and was w«.sh©d using an additional 100 mI, of N HCl, 
Th© filtrate was diseardod, 
The soil and filter paptr w@r© transferred to 200 ml. of 
0,5 I'f I«OH eontained in a 500*fflil.# Irleniaeyer flaslc, fh® 
flasks w©r® placed on a wrist-aetion shaker and wea?© agitated 
gently fop 16 hours. The solution was th#n filtered off using 
¥hatm,an lo# 12 filter paper., A 100- or 200»ail, aliquot of the 
filtrate was treated with 10 ail. or 20 bi1», respectively, of 
ooneentrated HCl* A 0,25-gm. portion of carbon black (.Pisher, 
activated) was added for each 100-al, aliquot of .fiaOH extract* 
After the flasks had been shaken for 1 hour, a second 0,2S*gm. 
portion of carbon black w.as added, shaking was continued for 1 
hour, a third 0,25-gBi# portion of earbon black was added, and 
shaking was continued for an .additional hour, Tha solution 
was filtered through Whatman lo, 12 filter paper, ffii® carbon 
black was quantitatively transferred to the filter paper and 
washed with 60 ml, of 0.5 1 HCl., 
Th® filter paper and carbon black wer® placed In SO-al. 
beakers, fen ml. of a solution 0.5 I Mlth respect to 
and eontaining 1 1115a. of phosphorus per ml, was add.0d, Fiv© 
ml. of $% magnesium aoetat® solution was added and th© con­
tents of the beakers were dried on & steam plate. 
Th© beakers wer# then plaead in a muffl® f^arllace. The 
temperature was gradually iiiereased to $00^ G. over a period 
of 3 hours and maintained at SOO'® G. I'or 2 hours. After eool* 
ing, th© &sh was laoistened with I HIO^ and dried on a steam 
plate. Th® ashing wai completed by heating for 1 hour at ^ 00° 
G. in a iiu,ffl@ furnace 
After cooling, 10 ml. of S ICl was added, th© beakers 
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w©re covered with watch glasses,, and wer® heated on a steam 
plat© for 2 hourg» fh© Insoliable r«sldtie was filtered off us­
ing Ihatman 1g, i|2 filter paper, and th© filtrate was eolleoted 
in 250-bi1» beakers. Ten ml. ©f magnesia r@ag®nt was added, 
followed hj slow addition, with stirring, of 12 »1, of 6 
I After 8 hours the preoipitate was filtered using th® 
proesdure described praviouslj for th« brlqmst factors, Coimt-
ing was accomplished with th# ©quipaent deseribed previously. 
In several instances laeasureaent of th© apecifie activity 
of solution-phas© phosphorus was needed. Ideally thes© ®eas-
ureaeata should to© aade on water extracts, Du© to the low 
phosphorus content of water extracts from many soils, th© 
error involved in detemining total phosphorus in solution is 
relatively large*. The same information al^ght well be obtained 
with less trror by ffleaturlng the .specifio activity of phosphc-
rua removed from th® soil by anion exchange re.sins. So long 
as the quantity of phosphorus reiaoved by th© resins i.s rela­
tively saall, th® spacifi.c activity of th® rssin extracts 
should be virtually the smm ag that of water ©xtraots. 
fhe specific activity of solution-phas® phosphorus was 
iaea,sured with anion exchange resins aooord.lng to the following 
procedure., Two ga. samples of soil (less than ii-O-raesh) w©r® 
welded out and w#r© plae®d in 250-ih1, Erlenmeyer flasks. Two 
ga, of the chloride form of Dom©2:«2 aiilon exchange resin 
(retained on a 35-a®sh. screen) was added, followed by 50 ml. 
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of water. After shaking for 1 hour, the soil and resin were 
separated by washing th® aoil through a i+O-mesh screen. The 
phosphorus was reioowed from the r#sin by leaching with 10^ 
laCl, 
The phosphorus content of th© leachat© was determined 
sceordiiig to th© procedure described by Aiaer ©t al, (195'5). 
Th© phosphoru8-32 content of th© leachat© was detemined by 
adding 10 lagm, of nonradioactive phoaphorus to an aliquot of 
th0 laCl extract and procipltating the phosphorus as laagneslum 
aBimonium phosphate, fh© precipitate was counted using an ©nd-
Mindow G-eiger tub#. 
The gross voluiae of sgII was measured using th© saraples 
actually Incubated, fhe level of moist soil was marked on th© 
outside of the 5'0-iiil, beakers. After rsmoval of th© soil, the 
baakers "wsr# weired, water was added to the previously marked 
soil level, and th® beakers were r©wei|5h«d, B'rom th© measured 
weight of water added, the volurae of soil was calculated, 
G. Development of th© lxp®riia©iltal Method 
¥00 of the th©or#tioal developiaent discussed in a previous 
section depends upon tha a©a@ur©ii©nt of phosphorus-32 activity 
introduced into th® organic matter during a period of incuba­
tion, If these aeaaurements are to be of significanc® in ex­
plaining partlcle*siza ©ffects,- time must b® allowed for the 
fertilizer phosphorus to react with the soil and for th© fer-
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tllize]? phosphoru® distribution to become relatively stable, 
Dmriag the period, of tim© required for reaction of the ferti­
lizer with ttie soil, soia© aieroblologieal activity will oecur, 
and* as a result, some pliospla0riis-32 will b© incorporated, into 
til® org.anie matter. Thus it is necessary to measure the c-liange 
in activity in the orgaaie matter during a .period of ineuba-
tion to oaleulat© the fertilizer distribution, Th® ©xperimeiits 
diseussed In this section were designed to study methods for 
aaasuring the change in activity in the organic matter during 
a period of incubation prec®d©d by a period pemitting reaction 
between the fertiliser and th# soil, 
1, .Sorption of i.norgan.ic phos-phoru,s by earbon black 
One-hundred-ml. aliquots of 0,5 1 laOH were prepared eon-
taining 1 or 10 mlcrogm., of nonradioactive inorganlG phosphorus 
per al, and som® inorganie phosphorus-32, Ihese solutions w©r© 
then treated with acid and earbon blaek in the sam® manner as 
the laOH soil extraots, .It was found that 0,8^  and 0,5^ ' of 
the pho®phoru®«»32 contained la th® original solutions (1 and 
10 laicrogii, phosphorus per lal,# respectively) were sorb©d by 
th@ carbon black. Th® sorption of iaorganle phosphorus by th© 
earbon black was eoasidsred to b® an .lasignifleant souro© of 
error since the laOH extract of soil contains 1 to 10 microga, 
phosphorus per ml. and approximately 1$% of th# activity in 
th® IaO.H extracts is sorbdd on the carbon black (and thu.s pre-
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suraed to be in organie combinations). 
It was thought that organic phosphorus sorbed ©n carbon 
black mi^t contain ©xehaageabl® imorgaaic phosphorms-32. How-
eT©r, washing carbon black containing sorbed organic phosphorm-
32 with nonradioactiT® inorganic orthophoaphat® solution did 
not reduce th© aetivlty appreoi&blj, fhus, it was concluded 
that the activity serbed by th® carbon black under the eendi-
tions employed in these invsstigations represented phosphorus-
32 in organic coabinatioas, 
2. Phoapho,rug-32 iBBiobiligation as Influenced hj incub&tiGn 
conditions 
In ©xperiment with th© Id® ^ilt loam was set up to study 
microbiological iasaobllizatien of phosphorus,-32 as influenced 
by various conditions of incubation. The native soil phos­
phorus was tagged with phosphorus«32 as described previously. 
Two series of beakers were pr@par@d, lo fertilizer was added 
to on© series, and 30 mpi. of 28 to 32-Bi#sh IaH2P0||_*H20 fer­
tilizer was added to th« gecond series. Both series were 
incubated for various lengths of time at 22® C, In addition 
on© group of samples was incubated at 22® C-. for 16 days. 
Aft«r this preliminary incubation the samples wer© dried, nu­
trient solution was added, and th© samples were incubated for 
3i- days at 30° 0, I'wo replications of each treatment w©r® 
prepared, fhe results aro listed in Table 4. 
fable 6. -Microbiological iiaaobilizatlon of phosphoru0-32 as influenced by incuba­
tion conditions and fertilizer phosphorus addition in the Ida silt loaa 
RalatiTe activity in organic wa&tteT 
Incubated at 2^6 S. for ih 
Incttbated at 22^ C. days followed by 3|- days 
Incubation at 30*^ C, with 
0 days^ 3 days 8 days 16 days nutrient solution 
Unfertilised series 1.00 1.02 0.961 0.968 3.61 
Pertiliaed series 1,00 O.lj.70 0,301 0,2i|.5 0.622 
^•fhls activity is du® to microbiological iumobiligation during tlie tagging 
operations. All aetlTltles were calculated relative to this ¥alu©. 
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Ixaaiaatlon of tb.© data with the •unf®i»tlliz«d series In-
dioatea that littl© net Imoblligfttioii of phosphorus-32 occurs 
during incubation at 22® €• la the absence of additional energy 
material. Th® data with, the fertilised series reveal that con-
siderahl© mineral iis at ion of r®c©ntly-synth®st2©d organia phos-
o 
phorus occurs during incubation at 22 S» The deoreas® in 
actifitj of the organic fraction in the fertilised series, i® 
interpreted to represent mineralization of organic phosphorus 
synthesized from lii|^-sp©cific-a0tivity sources during th® 
tagging operation. Due to the fertilizer addition# th© spe­
cific activity of portions of the phosphorus available for 
Biicrotoiological iffliaobillzatlon has heen decreased, Thus, while 
.net iBKaohilization may well remain constant, th© actiTity in 
the organic fraction is deereased becaus® of d«©reaa©d spe­
cific acti'Tlty of a portion of the phosphorus available to the 
ittieroorganisffl0 In th© fertilized ssmpl@, Izamination of th® 
data with both series reveals that net iiBiaobilla.ation of phos-
phorus-32 is inereased toy addition of @n©rgy material and 
t@mp®r&tur@s of 30® C. 
fh© data In^ Table 6 indicat# that during th© 8 to 16-day 
Incubation period relatively littl© aineraligatlon of organic 
phosphorua-32 occurred, lliis theory of th© preceding para­
graphs was derived assuming that th© incorporation of 
phosph©rus-32 into organic eoapounds during an incubation 
period following a period of diffusion eouM b@ measured, Th© 
abov® data indieat# that after approximately Z w#eks th© 
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relatiY© pho8plioi'iis-32 contents of th© organic matter ia f®a?« 
tlllzed and imfertilized samples Is not ckanglng. Mj chang©© 
Induced in th© phosplioras-32 oontents of the org.aixic matter in 
©ttbsequaat incubation period® should to® described by equation 
(3), Thereforet 2 w«(elcs was considered iufficient tia© for 
diffusion of the fertiliuer phosphorus and equilibration of 
the speeific activity in the organic matter with th« inorganie 
phosphorus• 
3* lacubatlon proetdure for B«asurliijg fertilizer distribution 
A deserlptioa of the iaaubation procedures e¥©lwd for 
Measuring fertiliatr distributioa followsi Twenty gm, of 
tagged soil was weighed out, any specified fertilisser addition 
was mad©, and water was added under vacuum* Th® beakers w@r« 
placed in a humid, aerated ehaaber and incubated for.2 weeks 
at 22° C, Th© beakers were r©aoT©d and dritd at 65^' G. One-
half of th© beakers were treated with th® matriant solution 
described previously and wer© incubated for 1 week at 30° 0, 
in a humid, aerated ehsmbsr.^ fh© soil was again dried at 
65*^ C. Ill samples wer# ground to pass an l6»aesh acreen, and 
th© phosphorus-32 content of th# organie matter was determined 
as described previously. 
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D. Microbiological Ii»aobill2ation of Phosphorus-32 
as Influenced, by the It©¥©l of Added Phosphorus 
A series of ©xptriaents was set .up with th© Ida silt loam 
aad th© Webster silty elay loaa to measure Vm influenc© of 
l©T0l of fertilizer phosphorus ©a aicrobi©logical activity. 
Samples of the Webster silty ©lay loam an<i the Ida silt 
loam were tagged with phosphoru:®»32. loaradioaotiv© phos­
phorus was added at rates of 1, 100, 200, and 600 iaici:*ogm. of 
phosphor«._s i&B IaH2i'0||_*H20) per ml., of r&dioacti-ve solution. 
On© gm., of soil was added for ©aeh ml. of solution, Tho sam­
ples w®r© incubated with oeeasioaal stirring for 2 weeks at 
22® C, At th© @nd of 2 waeks, th« samples w#r© dried at 65^  
C, After drying, th© sables were omshed to pass m l8-ia©sh 
screen. FiT© 20<*gffl, substaples were weighed out and M©r© 
placed in $0*-«l, beakers, lutrieat solution was added, amd 
tha samples w#r© Incubated for 1 Meek at 30® C. After th© 
soil sample.s wer® dried and crushed, th^ organic matter was 
analyzed for phosphorua-JS. I^h® results ar@ listed in Tabl® ?• 
From a kaowledge of the speeifie activity of aolid-phas© 
phosphorus and total activity per gm, of soil, the apparent 
quantity of soil phosphorus which equilibrates with phosphorus-
32 may b® calculated, fotal activity p®r gsi, of soil was cal­
culated from radioactive aasay of an aliquot of the original 
solution used in tagging th© natiY© soil phosphorus, ffii© 
Table 7. Radioactivity in the organic matter of Ida silt loam and Webster silty 
clay loa» after incmbation with different additions of phosphorus 
in organic matter of 5 gia« soil Micro^. 
phosphorus 
added per Incubated 2 
gm» of soil weeks at 22® G. 
Incubated 2 weeks at 22® C. 
and 1 week at 30^ G. with 
nutrient solution 
Change in C.P.M. in 
organic natter during 
second incubation period-
Ida silt loam 
1 676 zkkS 1769 
100 38 663 625 
200 21 %79 1^ 58 
600 8 181 173 
Webster silty clay loam 
1 1501 B&7k k313 
100 335 2657 2322 
200 201 1768 1567 
600 102 72i|. 622 
^Counts per minute 
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specific activity of soli4-phas© phosphoinis was assumed to be 
equal to the specific activity ©f'the resin extract. 
Th© apparent quantity of soil phosphorus which equili­
brates with phosphorus-32 after 2 w®@ks was calculated for all 
samples of soil uee4 in the previous experiment. In addition,, 
the apparent quantity of soil phosphorus which equilibrates 
with phosphorus-32 was calculated from the.specific activity 
of a water extract from th© Webster silty clay loam. 'Ih© 
results of thes© measurements ar# presented in Tabl^ 8, 
Th© iiaaobilization of phosphorus by aicroorganisas during 
incubation with nutrient lolutlon at 30® G, may b© calculated 
by dividing th© chang® in th© activity in the organic matter 
during incubation by th© specific activity of the phosphorus 
extracted by the ©xchang® r®sln» falues for the approximate 
and relative iiamobili^ation of phosphorus by microorganiams in 
the ©xp©riitt©nt described above are listed in Jabl© 9. 
fhe results listed in Table 9 indicate that th© level of 
phosphorus added had an ©ff®et on th© laicrobiological immobi­
lization of phosphorus. Th® effect was greater with th© Ida 
silt loam than with the Webster ailty clay loaa. The differ-^ 
.©nc© in behavior between the two soils is probably due to the 
higher level of available phosphorus in the Webster silty clay 
loam as indicated by the apparent quantity of phosphorus which 
equilibrates with phosphorus-32* 
It is not possible to calculate an absolute quantity of 
Table 8. Tkm apecifie activity of plxosplioTOS extracted by exchange resin and the 
apparent quantity of soil phosphorus which equilibrates with phosphorus*32 
in the Webster silty clay loam and Ida silt loam treated with various 
levels of phosphorus 
Specific activity of resin Microg®. soil phosphorus 
Microgn, phosphorus extract,. C.P.M, per per ga, soil which exchanges 
added per gra, soil microgm. phosphorus with phosphorus-32 
Webster silty clay loam 
1 - If?.8^  
1 i}.63 l|-9.5 
100 162 IkZ 
200 90.6 2^ 3 
600 36»3 . 633 
Ida silt loaa 
1 1580 9.80 
100 II4.I 110 
200 lk*k- 207 
600 2i|..9 619 
^'Calculated from measurement of the specific activity of a water extract in a 
previous experiment. 
Table 9. Relabiy© and approximate liamoblllzatlon of phosphorus by microorganisms 
in Ida silt loam and Webster silty clay loam during incubation with 
•rarious le-rels of phosphorus 
Micgrogm. phosphorus 
added per gm. soil 
Relative quantity of 
phosphorus luraobillzed 
Approximate quantity of 
phosphorus iaaaobilized, 
mlcroga, phosphorus per ign. soil 
1 
100 
200 
600 
1 
100 
200 
600 
Webster silty clay loam 
1.00 
1.51 
1.83 
1.81 
Ida silt loam 
1.00 
3.96 
5.50 
6.20 
13.9 
21.7 
3.8 
18.3 
Relative immobilization of phosphorus based on change in activity in organic 
Matter during 1 week incubation with nutrient solution at 30® C. 
Approximate quantity of phosphorus immobilized during incubation for 2 weeks 
at 22® C. and incubation with nutrient solution for 1 week at 30® C. 
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lamobllizei phosphorus froa th© data at hand because th© 
activity m©asura3»ent.s do not inelud® all th© phosphorus-32 in 
the ©rganie matter* Th© approximate valufss listed In fahl© 9 
ar# based on the BCtiiritjr actually measmrdd at the ®nd of th® 
second Incubation period. 
1.# Method of Oalculation, of Phosphorus Distribution 
from Aeti¥it|- M®asur©meats 
1, Seittomr silt loam 
The apparent t'u.aatitles of native soil phosphorus that 
equilibrate with phosph©rms«-32 ta th© Seymour silt loaa,. ¥@h-
st#r silty olay loam,, and Ida silt lorn were 96,1, l4.9.5» itnd 
9,8 miero^a., of phosphorus p#r of soil, respactively, 
fh@ aff&ct of phosphorus additioas ©n microblologloal actiTity 
in. th© Webster sllty ©lay loam Mas much l©si than la th® Ida 
silt loem, fhis may to© explained on ths basis that the appar­
ent amount of ©xehangeahl# soil phosphorus detewaines the re-
sponss ©f aieroorganigms to further additioas of phosphorus, 
Thu® fertilizer phosphorus additions In the Seyiaour silt loa» 
should have a limited effect on aicrob1©logical activity, 
Therefor©,, equation (19) was considered to b© a suitable ap-
proxlMation for cslculatio.n of phosphorus distribution in th© 
Seymour .silt losm. 
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Bj rearrangement, equation (19) becomei 
"t - ipf = Vf + 3P3 
(P^Vf + ?.Vf 1 , . 
* ff 1» Pa?|. + J# J ^23) 
H ^ • Then V. - f"!"* k&j b® caloulated for Tarious values of ?|» and 
" 00 
R 
a plot mad® of 
H If for th© various ©xperiaental values of - y-g— . 
o 0 
2, Ida silt loam 
Equation (19) was derived, on the assumption that the 
fertilizer phosphorus addition® would not influence the 
fflicrobiologioal aotivity appreciably, fh® data in fable 7 
show that equation (19) eannot be used with th© Ida silt loam 
or the Webster siltj claj loam. fh@r#fore, as pointed out 
previously, K|_ or %Sj_ aust be ©xpressed as a fmotion of th® 
concentration of ftrtilisssr phosphorus, and this expression 
must be used to ©valuat© ©quation (3) or equation (10). 
When th© relative C*P,M. p©r gm. of soil calculated from 
th© data in Table 7 ar® plotted against log of fertilizer 
phosphorus added (it maj b© recalled that 1 aicrogm, of phos­
phorus was added when th© native soil phosphorus was tagged 
v.r r 
wj 1 2kV •-fr 
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with phosphorus-32 J tharel'ore, log Pf a strai^t line 
is obtained. Then approxiiaatelj 
K4S4 
= M • C In Pf (2k) 
^00 
where M and C are constants, 
Then 
/b/ia 2 
= 7\ KQSQ / M-Cln(b - mx) ij. IT x dx 
® (25) 
Integration and simplification of the above equation and sub­
stitution into equation (3) leads to equation (26) 
' H « K^So (n - Vf) [M^f • C¥|>(ln ^   ^J 
(26)  
fi Again ¥. • is plotted as a function of Vf and this plot IIq&Q 
used to find V> for the varloui experimental values of 
u « 
''t - • 
3. Webster siltj olay loaai 
The siiaplest ©lapirical means of calculating Z. 
for the Webster silty clay loam appeared to b© representation 
of the relative phosphorus imaobilization as a function of P|.. 
Phosphorus iuMobillsatlon increases approximately linearly 
with added fertilizer phosphorus up to 200 microgm, of added 
phosphorus per gm, of soil. Phosphorus iiamobillzation is 
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©sgentially the ®aae at 200 and 600 mlerogm, of phosphorus 
per gm, of soil# Thsrefor®, for us© in ©quation (3)# phos­
phorus iirafiobiliKatiou was represented a® a linear function of 
Pf between 0 and 200 mieropi. P per gm. of soil# and aa eon-
Stant above 200 mierogm, of phosphorui per gm, of soil. fh®n 
So Ps 
= ay KQ j^ l + d{b - iax)J b' - lak + 
- ?i 
, /b - P, 
So Ps 2 
(27) 
where d i,s a eonstant sueh that Kj^ = 0<P|»<Pj_ 
» 200 mierogm. P p©r gm.. soil 
Igj « maxiiffium phosphorus iaaiobilization per of soil. 
Parts of th® above expression could not b® integratedi 
therefor®, values of the functions under th© integral w®r® 
calculated for various value© of x, th© valu©s^ of the function 
w#r® plotted against the corresponding value of x, and a 
smooth curve was drawn tlirough the resulting points. The 
value of the integrals was then found by measuring the area 
under the curve, • Th© calculated valu© of 
plotted against the corresponding valu©' of and th® result­
ing curve was used to evaluate th® ©xperiiaental laeasurement®, 
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P» Besults and Discussion 
The results with the Seymour silt loom when 3*56 mgta. of 
fertilizer phosphorus (15 rngm. of fertilizer) was added ar© 
listed for values of ¥|. in Table 11, The aTerage results ar© 
relatively what would b© expected from data in the literature, 
that is, the volume of soil influenced per m@fl. of fertilizer 
decreases as the particle size increases. 
Two ©xp©ria©nts were conducted with the Ida silt loam. 
In the first experiment 20 mgm, of fertilizer {i^..6 mgm. of 
phosphoriis) was added per 20 of soil. In the second experi­
ment 12 ai©n. of fertilizer (2.8 .mgrn. of phosphorus) was added 
per 20 gm. of soil, Th© average ratios of the radioactivity 
in the organic matter of fertilized samples to the radioac­
tivity in th© organic laatter of tmfertilized samples ar© listed 
in Table 12 for both experiments. 
In both of the above ©xp©riii©nts, calculations with equa­
tion (26) indicated that the fertilizer phosphorus particles 
did not behav© independently of each other, That is, the 
ratios listed in Table 12 ar© nmch lower than would b© ©xpected 
if the whole volume of soil was Influenced by fertilizer, ^he 
constants M and C in equation (26) were calculated from the 
data in fable 9 to b© 0,0665 and 0,lij.02# respectively, when P 
Is expressed in tems of lagm, of phosphorus per cmI of soil. 
If f|. = and if th© spheres of Influence around the individ­
ual particles do not overlap, th© ratio of radioactivity in 
fable 10. Experiment values for (Vt - ySg,,..) and with th© Seyaiour silt loam 
Bepli-
cation 
Particle 
size.,, mesli 
Fertilizer 
phosphorus 
added, mgm. 
b 
If, ca| 
per sample 
Average ¥f, 
oM-i/mg^, f 
1 28 to 32 3-56 10.3 18.2 
2 It If 10.1 17.7 
3 n w 10.2 18.1 
k B « 9.96 17.4 
5 M n 9.66 16.6 4»95 
1 16 to 20 3^56 9.7k 16.8 
2 It « 9.83 17.1 
3 n » 6.91 10.3 
k n tf 6.93 10.4 
5 H « 8.92 14.8 3.90 
1 12 to Ik 3.56 7.12 10.6 
2 « 3.51 4.68 6.3 
3 H 3.67 lO.ijJ. 18.3 n 3.53 6.63 9.8 
3.16 5 M 3.79 8.00 12.3 
1 8 to 10 3.22 k.Qk 6.66 
2 n 3.18 8.59 
3 n 2.30 3.49 4.S6 a 3.65 8.82 14.51 
5 w 2.99 6.33 9.78 2.83 
Bl *3 ' 
vt = total volume of soil in sample ( =19.4 cia< for Seymour silt loam). B = 
activity in the organic matter of fertilized samples. Kq^o = activity in organic 
matter xn unit volume of unfertilized sample, 
= volume of soil Influenced by fertilizer. 
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Table 11. falues of ?. » for various values of Vf. 
t KqSQ 
calculated from equation (23) for Sejiaour silt loam 
cml per 3.56 
fertilizer phosphorus 
V « ' 
 ^• KoSo 
6.00 k'$k 
8.00 5.70 
10.0 6.75 
12.0 7.71 
II4..O 8.60 
16.0 9.if3 
18.0 10.2 
& 
= volume of soil influenced bj fertilizer. 
V ss total volma© of soil in sample (« 19.1+. era-; for the 
Sejmour silt loam). R =: activity in the organic matter of 
fertilized sample. KqBq = actlvitj in organic matter in unit 
volme of unfertilized sample. Pg = 0.096 mgm. P per gm. of 
Seymour silt loam, 
th© organic matter of fertilized samples to the radioactivity 
in the organic matter of unfertilized samples was calculated 
from equation (26) to be 0.298 and 0.385# respectively. Thus 
if the spheres oi: influence around th© individual particles 
do not overlap, th© ratio of radioactivity in the organic 
matter of fertilized saraples to th© radioactivity in the or­
ganic matter of unfertilized samples should be greater than 
Table 12, lamobillzation of plaosphoras-32 in saE^jles of Ida silt loaa fertilized 
with different particle sizes of lail2P^*H20 fertilizer relative to 
iwiobillzation of phosphorus-32 in tmfertllized saaples 
Experiaent 1 . Experlmeat 2' 
Particle size, 
mesh 
Average weight of 
fertilizer added, 
iigtt./20 grams of 
soil 
1 ^ 
Vo^o _ 
Average wei^t of 
fertilizer added, 
ingm./20 grms of 
soil 
^ i 
E 
t o o  
28 to 32 20 0.171 12 0.123 
16 to 20 20 0,188 12 0.166 
12 to Ik 20 0.230 11.3 0.219 
8 to 10 23 0.2i^ 2 9.6 0.268 
a 
H = acti¥lty In organic matter in f©rtili:ged. saxnple, ¥^KqSq = aGtivity in 
organic matter in unfertilized sample, = 15•ii- cmI in experiment 1 and 17,6 cml 
in experiment 2,, 
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the values listed for ^ 1^, This was not the case in 
either of the experiments with Ida silt loam. 
Calculation of "b" for = 15 cm^ in th© second experi­
ment gives a value of 0,6i}. mg». of phosphorus per gm. of soil. 
Th© quantity "b" represents the maximum concentration of 
fixed phosphorus in regions of soil adjacent to th© particle. 
Previous work with a different sample of th© Ida silt loam 
(Bouldln, 1953)» aad work with other calcareous soils, leads 
to the conclusion that movement should not be as ©xtensiv© as 
the microbiological aeasurement indicate. Thus it appears that 
microbiological Imraobilizatioh of phosphorus-32 may be influ­
enced by factors other than those considered in deriving 
equation (26), 
While quantative calculations of are not possible, 
th© data do indicate that decreases with Increasing parti­
cle size. As will become clear later, this observation is 
of some significance in explaining particle-size effects. 
Results with th© Webster sllty clay loam when 12 mgra. of 
fertilizer were added per 20 gia. of soil are listed in Table 
13. The data in Table 13 indicate that the activity in the 
fertilized samples was approximately one-half as great aa the 
activity in the unfertilized samples. However, calculations 
with equation (2?) indicate that the particles did not behave 
Independently of each other. That is, the whole volume of 
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soil was influenced by fertlli2©r phosphorus, and th® spheres 
of influence around th© individual particle overlapped. 
Qualitativelj, the results in Table 13 indicate that ¥|. in­
creases as the particle-siz© changes from 28 to 32 mesh to 16 
to 20 mesh, but decreases with further increase in particle-
siz®. 
Table 13. iBimotoilizfttlon of phosphorus-32 in samples of 
Webster silty clay loam fertilized with different 
particle sizes of IaH2P0i|,*H20 fertilizer relative 
to iiaiaobllization of phosphorus-32 in unfertilized 
samples 
Particle 
size, mesh 
Average weight of 
fertilizer added, 
iagm./20 grams of soil 
H ^ 
Vo^o 
28 to 32 12 0.1(46 
16 to 20 12 0.390 
12 to I k  12 0.1^ 9ij. 
8 to 10 9.6 0.517 
a 
R = activity in organic matter in fertilized sample. 
VtKpSQ = activity in organic matter in unfertilized sampl«. 
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n. CHEMICAL P1OO10URBS 
As pointed out in Section III ©mluatlon of particl®-
siz© effects infolves f®ytllizei» distribution and availability 
of tiie fertilizer as influenced by'the eoneentration of fer­
tilizer per^ unit of soil. Ideally, tli® estimates of avail­
ability by chemical Methods should be mad# on soil samples 
taken at various dist.anc©s from the source of phosphorus. 
This was not practicable because of the small size of the fer­
tilizer particles. 4s an alternative procedure samples of 
soil were treated with a saall amount of solution containing 
various coneentrationa of fertilizer. By this procedur©, 
homogeneous distribution of fertilizer phosphorus throu^out 
th© whole sample was obtained., After allowing a suitable 
tim® for reaction, th© samples were ea:tract@d by several pro­
cedures to provide estimat®® of the phosphorua availability. 
Using these data an ©mpirical relation was ©stablished between 
th© ^istimated availability of th© phosphorus and th© concen­
tration of fertilizer phosphorus p©r unit voliuae of soil for 
each procedure. 
In an initial experiaont, 1-^. samples of soil w©r© 
placed in test tubes (25 x. 200 mm.) and l-ml. aliquots of 
solution containing varying tuantlties of phosphorus as 
IaH2P0||^*H20 were added. The tubes wer« stoppered and stored 
at 22° 0, for lij. days. At tti® end of this period the avail­
ability of the phosphorus as estimated by several chemical 
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procedures was determined. The procedures are as follows? 
1, Th© samples were not dried previous to extraotlon. 
Fifty ml, of water was added, and the samples were shaken by 
hand for 15 seconds, fh® solid material was allowed to settle 
for 1 ainut©. Approximately 35 ml. of solution was poured 
into plastic tubes, and th@ suspended material was centri-
fuged out with a Sorvall oentrifug©. Phosphorus was deter­
mined in the clear liquid by the eolorimetric procedure of 
Dickraan and Bray (19i|.0). 
2. The samples were not dried preTious to extraction. 
Fifty ml. of water was add®d| then 2 gm, of Dowex-2 eoaion ex­
change resin (retained on a 3S-iaesh screen) was added. The 
tubes were stoppered and mixed on an end-over-end shaker for 
30 minutes. The soil and resin were separated by washing the 
soil through a i}.0-mesh screen, Ihe phosphorus sorbed by the 
resin was removed with 10^ laCl, and the phosphorus content 
of th© extract was determined by the method of Aaer et al, 
(1955). 
3* Procedure 3 was the same as procedure 2 except shakr-
Ing with the resin was continued for 2 hours. 
i|.. Procedure l|. was th© same as procedure 3 except the 
samples were dried at 65° C, before extraction, 
5, Samples were dried before treatment with phosphorus-
32. Two different procedures were used to measure the appar­
ent quantity of phosphorus which comes to isotropic ©qulllb-
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rliim with phosphorus-32, With the samples which w@r© not 
phosphatad, $0 ml, of 10 ^  M 1112^% tagged with phosphorus-32 
was added to each 1-gm, sample of soil. With th® phosphated 
samples, 25 ml. of solution containing 1 microgrE, of phos­
phorus p®r ml, tagged with phosphorua-32 waa added to each 
1-gm, sarapl©. The samples were mixed on an end-over-®nd 
shaker for 2I4. hoursj then 35 al. portions of the solution were 
centrlfuged in a Sorvall centrifuge. fh@ clear liquid was 
poured off and analyzed for radioactivitj sind total phospho­
rus. Froa the total radioacti¥ity added and th© specific 
aetlTitj of th© water extract, the apparent quantity of solid-
phas® phosphorus which came to isotopic equilibrium with th® 
solution phas© was calculated by assuming that the specific 
activity of th© solution phase and exchangeable solid phase 
were equal, 
A second experiment was performed which differed in some 
respects from the above experiaent. In the second experiment 
5-grft. samples of soil were placed in 2-ozi. sample bottles, 
5-bi1. aliquots of phosphorus solutions were added, and the 
bottles sealed, fhe samples were then stored at 22® C. for 
2 weeks. At the end of 2 weeks the samples were dried mder 
vacuum over a 3-day period at room temperature. Th© samples 
were then extracted according to the following proceduress 
6. Oae-gm, samples of 'soil were placed in 250-'ffll. Irlen-
meyer flasks. Fifty .nil. of water and 2 gm.. of Dowex-2 anion 
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exchange resin (retained on a 3!>-MLesh screen) w@r© added, The 
samples were agitated on a wrist-action shaker for 30 minutes. 
The phosphorus sorbed by the resin was determined as in pro­
cedure 2. 
7. Procedure 7 was th© same as procedure 6 except shak­
ing was continued for 1 hour. 
8. One ipn. of soil waa shaken with 50 ml. of water for 
1 hour on a wrist-action shaker. Water-soluble phosphorus was 
determined as described in procedtar© 1. 
For purposes of discussion, th® total phosphorus extract­
ed by procedures 1, 2, 3» k-f 6, 7» and 8 is referred to as 
the estimated aTOllability of phosphorus, procedure 1, etc. 
Three different quantities of phosphorus may be calculated 
from the data of procedure 5. 1'ti.e total phosphorus in solu­
tion after 2i|. hours is referred to aa the estimated avail­
ability of phosphorus, procedure the apparent quantity of 
solid-phase phosphorus that exchanges with solution phase 
phosphorus during a 2i|.-hour equilibration period is referred 
to as th# estimated availability of phosphorus, procedure 5 bj 
and the total of 5a and 5 b is referred to as the estimated 
availability of phosphorus, procedure $o. 
The results of tlies® measurementa are presented in Tables 
li+j 15# 16, 17, and 18 and are plotted in Figures 11 througja 
18. 
In Figures 11, 12, and 16 the data with the Seymour silt 
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loam are plotted. For us© in equation (1), the results are 
con-rerted to a volume basis? that is, the quantity of phos­
phorus extracted per cm.^ of soil is plotted against the 
quantity of phosphorus added per cra,^ soil. This was done 
through the use of a conversion factor calculated from the 
measured volume of the 20-gni. samples of soil in the experi­
ments for measurement of phosphorus distribution. 
With the exception of procedure 5b the game general 
type of curve is obtained with all procedures. Three pro­
cedures were selected and an ©inpirical relation was calculated 
between the estimated availability of the phosphorus and added 
phosphorus. It was found that a plot of the logarithms of 
both variables yielded essentially a straight linej therefore, 
an equation of the type 
t 
a « hP^ (28) 
was employed, where 
•a 
S = mgm, of available" phosphorus per cm, of soil 
Pf = mgm, of fertilizer phosphorus added per cm.^ of 
soil 
h and t = constants. 
Values of h and t were calculated by the method of least 
squares from the logarithmic transformation of the data. The 
results of these calculations for the data of procedure 1, 
procedure 8, and procedure 7 are, respectively, equations 
(29), (30), and (31): 
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1.86 (29) G = 0.173Pf 
G = 0.199Pf 1.39 (30) 
a =s Pf 
1.18 (31) 
These equations are plotted with th® experimental data from 
which thej are derived in Flgiires 11 and 16. Further us© 
will be made of these equations In the next section. 
The data.obtained with the Webster silty clay loam ar© 
plotted in Figures 13 and 17. With th© Webster ailty olay 
loam, the same typ® of curve was obtained with all proced­
ures. Examination of the data rsveala that essentially two 
straight lines will adequately describe the relation between 
extractabl© phosphorus and added phosphorus. For us© In th© 
next section, two systems of equations wer© calculated by the 
least squares method from th© data of procedure 7 and proced­
ure 8| they are given, respectively, by equations 32a and 32b 
and equations 33s and 33te» 
Iheae equations ar© plotted in Figure 17. 
The data with the Ida silt loam are plotted in Figures 
II4,, 15» and 18, Th© data plotted in Figures ll| and 15 indi­
cate a marked effect of drying on the extractability of the 
G = -0.0007 0.508 Pf 0 <.Pf <0.178 
G s -O.OIU^ + 0.71+9 Pf 0.178 
a  = -0.0012 + 0.363 f f  o<p|.<0.187 
Q = -O.OSij. + 0,W! Pf 0.187 <P|.<b 
(32a) 
(32b) 
(33 a) 
(33b) 
Table li|.. The quantity of phosphorus ©xtractable by four procedures fro® Seymour 
silt loam, Webster silty clay loam, and Ida silt lom after two weeks' 
reaction with solutions containing varying quantities of laH2P0|^«H20 
Quantity of 
phosphorus added, 
micro^. P per" 
CT, soil 
Quantity of phospho'rus extracted, microi^, per gja, soil 
Procedure 2 Proee'dure 3 Prbc'edure''ij. Procedure 1 
0 
kOO 
800 
1200 
1600 
0 
koo 
300 
1200 
1600 
0 
too 
000 
1200 
1600 
Sejiaour silt loam 
trace 2 3 
3 k 82 122 
108 212 310 
251 IfOO 53% 
438 656 878 
Webster sllty clay loam 
trace 5 7 
131 206 210 
316 k7k 577 
I498 7$k 6Q6 
786 1026 1233 
Ida silt loaa 
O.lj. 1 2 
57 S5 128 
237 369 k2k 
392 685 970 
568 1005 1390 
6 
146 
336 
550 
aio 
12 
265 
574 
872 
1188 
2 
82 
129 
682 
1135 
Table 1$, The quantity of water soluble phospiiorus and th© apparent quantity of 
solid-phase phosphorus idaich exchanges with phosphorus-32 la the Seymour 
silt loam and Ida silt loam after two weeks' reaction with solutions con­
taining varying quantities of NaHgPOj^.HgO, 
Quantity of 
phosphorus added, 
micro^. 
per gp» soil 
Estimated availability of phosphorus, microga, 
per gn. soil 
Procedure Procedure Procedige 
Seymour silt loam 
0 
koo 
800 
1200 
1600 
trace 
87.8 
230 
ii4 
170 M 
3% 
kk 
233 
k$2 
695 
1010 
Ida silt loaat 
koo 
800 
1200 
1600 
trace 
53.ij-
81.S 
518 
962 
k'3 
49.7 
75.7 
169 
217 
4.3 
78 
132 
662 
1154 
Yalues for phosphated samples are not corrected for phosphorus added with the 
radioactive solution. 
¥alues are corrected for phosphorus added with the radioactive solution. 
fable 16, "Hie quantity of phosphoTOS soluble in $0 ml. of water and extracted by 
anion exchange resin from Seymour silt loam after two weeks' reaction 
with solutions containing varying quantities of IaH2P0|_j_*H20 
Quantity of 
phosphorus added, 
microgia. per 
pa, soil 
Quantity of phosphorus extracted, 
microKa> per m. soil 
Procedure 8 Procedure 6 Procedure 7 
0 
150 
300 
600 
900 
1200 
1500 
1.14 
15.7 
37.8 
99.5 
174 
256 
366 
2.75 
29.2 
58.0 
118 
206 
283 
399 
3.33 
33.0 
68.5 
134 
230 
337 
464 
Table 1?. The quantity of phosphomis soluble in ^ 0 ittl» of water and extracted toy 
anion exclaang© resion from Webster siltj clay loam after two weeks* 
reaction with solutions containing varying qmantities of laHg 
Quantity of 
pho sphorus adde d, 
laicrogm. per 
ffli. soil 
Quantity of phosphorus extracted, 
mierogm, per ga, soil 
Procedure 8 Proc©d^^re 6 Procedure 7 
0 
90 
150 
300 
600 
900 
1200 
k,(>k 
32.a 
59.5 
138 
336 
530 
721 
7.67 
ii-6.5 
77.5 
167 
377 
600 
8G8 
8.92 
52.2 
85.2 
185 
1+08 
61+5 
655 
Table 18,. The quantity of phosphorus soluble in $0 ml. of water and ©xtraeted. hj 
anion ©xchang© resin from Ida silt loam after two weeks* reaction with 
solutions containing ¥arying quantities of laH2P0||_*fl2^ 
Quantity of 
phosphorus added, 
microgffi, per 
soil 
Quantity of phosphorus extracted, 
microgp. per sa. soil 
Procedur® 8 Procedure 6 Froeedure 7 
0 
90 
150 
300 
k5o 
600 
900 
1200 
O.Tlii-
39.7 
68.3 
68.8 
97.6 
160 
kl2 
796 
1.33 
I4.8.6 
83.2 
86.3 
11$ 
190 
14-32 
724 
1.66 
52.S 
87.8 
99.0 
131 
213 
ii.88 
860 
Flgur© 11. Tkm tmaafcltj of pliospiioinis ©xt^actet froa SsyjKj-tir sllfc lo«a 
hj four pvQG^ dm-m versus th@ ^ antlty ©f phomphormm atded* 
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phosphorus. However, the data of Plgur©® li|. and 15 are limit­
ed In extent and more detailed data ar® needed before It could 
b© eoneluded that ©ntirely different types of curves had been 
obtained. 
For use In the nesct section, an empirical relation was 
calculated betw@©n phoiphorus extracted bj proeedur© 8 and the 
quantity of added fertilizer phosphorus. Three linear rela­
tions were used due to th© complex nature of the results. The 
calculated equations ar© 3l+.a.» 3i|.bf and 3i|-cs 
& = -o.oooij. + 0.450 Pf 0<P|.<0.172 (3ifa) 
a f 0.0762 4- 0.0035 Pf 0.172 <P|.< 0.535 (3i{.b) 
S « -O.I1-23 + 0.937 P|. 0.535 <Pf<b (31+c) 
These equations ar© plotted in Figure 18. 
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VII.- IMTEaRATED RESULTS 
Using the data of the preeeding two sections, th© labora­
tory ©stimates of the afallability of the Tarious particle 
sizes of laH2P0.^^:»H20 are ealeulated in this section using 
equation (!)• It was pointed out in Section III that the 
'ideal chemieal procedure for estimating phosphorus availabil­
ity would meas'ttr® an gaaount of phosphorus which was proportion­
al to the phosphorus used by the plant. The constant of pro­
portionality must b® evaluated experimentally. Therefor®, 
calculations with equation Cl) based on laboratory maasure-
ments will giv® at best values which are proportional to the 
availability of the fertilizer, To Indicat® this state of 
affairs, A ' will b@ used to designate estimates of avail­
ability bas#d on laboratory procedures, 
laplrlcal equations ¥©r© calculated in th@ previous sec­
tion ©xpresslng (estimated availability of the fertilizer 
phosphorus) as a function of Pf (concentration of fertilizer 
phosphorus), Th#s® equations, together with th© transfora­
tion of equation. (1) to an integral, yield th© following 
expressionJ 
(35) 
where J [Pfj 1= th© fimctlon relating to the 
concentration of P|,* 
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The variable P|. Is assumed to be a linear function of the 
distane© from the center of the particle as in equation (lij.). 
fhen (35) becomes 
fx ^ D 
- IS n/ J jb - i|. T T  dx (36) 
Jx - o 
For us© with tti® Seymour silt loaa data, equation (28) is 
substituted into equation {36) to give equation (37) as 
follows! /x = D 
A» = n/ h(b - J4. rr dx, (37) 
Jx •« o 
Making the substitution Z = ^  in equation (37) and simplify­
ing leads to equation (39a) 
(38a) 
A' « i|. T T  n h b^  (|)^  ' / (1 - 2)^  dZ. 
o 
Integration of equation C3fla) hj the us© of equation no, 367 
in th© book by Burington (19l<.0) and simplification through the 
us® of equations (151# (16), and (17) leads to equation (38b),  
W ' '  < 3 8 b )  
When W = 1, equation (3St>) siaplifies to equation (39), 
t"*l 
TtTJHt+lTIWT 
A' h|y ail- , (39) 
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wiier© A is now expressed as the estimated availability per 
mgm, of added fertilizer phosphorus and is expressed as 
cal of soil Influenced per m©a. of fertilizer phosphorus. 
The estimated laboratory availability of th@ various 
particle siies of laHgPOi^^'lgO was calculated for the measured 
values of Vf in the Seymour silt loam. The results' are listed 
in Table 19. Th® relative values of the estimated laboratory 
availabilitiea wer© calculated with the 28 to 32 aiesh parti­
cles selected as standard,. These relative availabilites are 
plotted against the corresponding relative availabilities 
measured in the greenhouse by total phosphorus, uptake in 
Figure 19. An ideal chemical extraction procedur© would give 
results such that the relative availability estimated from 
laboratory measurements would be numerically equal to the 
relative availability as measured in the greenhouse. This 
ideal is approached by the results with procedure 1, as the 
data in Figure 19 show. However, all the chemical procedures 
give results which are positively correlated with the green­
house availability. 
Although no values were obtained for the volume of soil 
Influenced by fertilizer in the Webster silty clay loam, 
values for V|. may be assumed and the availability calculated 
as a function of 
For use with th® Webster ailty clay loam data, the follow--
ing relations between 0 and P^, 
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G = 0 < P|. < 
D > X > 
Pl < P f < b  
G = Cg + k2^ f (ifl) 
Xl>X > 0 
where c^, e^, and &re constants, 
are substituted into equation (36), and A* becomes 
/X = b/ia 
m 
/x » to -
+ i|. TT a / j^ Cg + kg (b - mx)] dx 
_^ s » o (^ 2) 
Integration and simplification of {i|.2) leads to {h3>)$ 
A'  =  
¥ 
[{kg - 3 p^) 
' ]•  + Ij-CCg « ®1M • ^^3) 
fable 19. Calculated values of equation (1) fov Tarlotis paptiel© sizes of laH2pC|^*H20 
in the Sepnour silt loaa based on thr©# chemical procedures 
Partiele 
size, ia©sli 
¥olija,e of soil 
inflmeaced hj 
f®i»tiliz«r CHI,-' 
pep P 
A* Cm^. p®r in@a, P) based on 
e<iu.atlon having, xmmbep indleated 
iz^ f (30f C31)^  
Hegipession co®ffl» 
cient, yield of 
pJiosplaoTOS on rat© 
of phosphorus 
addition 
28 to 32 1|..95 0.06l|li. 0.123 0.205 0.0737 
16 to 20 3.90 0.0791 0.135 0.220 • o,,oa59 
12 to 11^  3.16 0»09ii.8 0.147 - 0.229 0.0992. 
8 to 10 2.83 o.ioli. 0.153. 0.233 0.130 
% = 0.173 
K l»39 
% « ,0.199 (Pf) 
'S = 0.26l|. {P|>) 1,18 
Ftgm»e 19. lelatlT© availability as estimated from three types of 
laboi^atoipy measurements Tersiis the relative ttvallablllty 
as mem-ared to th® g^eanhoiis© for four particle sizes of 
MaH2P0||_»'H20 In Seymour silt l©ait. 
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Much the same relation between extractable phosphorus 
and added phosphorus was obtained regardless of the method of 
extraction in th© Webster ailty clay loam. The onlj results 
ealeulated ar© those with procedures 7 ^mtd 8 for various 
assumed mlues of The results of tties© ealculations are 
plotted in Figur# 20# 
It seams reasonabl® that the volume of soil influenced 
bj fertilizer p©r unit of fertilizer phosphorus will increas© 
ms the particle size of added fertilizer decreases, Thus, 
th© results plotted in Plgur® 20 suggest that th® availability 
of th© large particle sizes will be greater than that of the 
small particle sizes in the Webster silty clay loam. This is 
In agreement with th© greenhous® data. 
Values of A* wtre c-alculat©d for Ida gilt loaa using 
assumed values for the volume of soil influenced by fertilizer. 
The relation between extracted phosphorus and added phosphorus 
was described by three linear equations in th® previous sec­
tion* This lead® to an integral aiiailar to {l\Z) $ but with 
three tems Instead of two. Integration and simplification 
leads to equation CJ+li.), 
Figure 20* Availability of laH2pO|. •H2C> estimated trma laboratory 
measTireBients for different asaijmefi values of voluae 
of Webster silty clay loan inflmQ0#d by fertilizer. 
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luaerical values w@r© calculated onlj for the results 
with procedure 8. The second series of ©xtraotions (proced­
ures 6, 7, and 8) gave more detailed Infomation on the nature 
of the curve than the first series {procedures 1*5)* ^hi® 
results of procedure 8 were ropresentativ© of ths results 
with the second series of extractions. For these reasons, no 
calculations were mad® with the other data. 
The results of the calculations based on procedure-8 and 
various assumed values for volume of Ida silt loaa Influenced 
by fertilizer are plotted in Figure 21, The data of Figure 
21 show that A' decreases with increasing in the range 
from 2 to 1|. cm^ per mgm. of phosphorus, and then increases in 
3 thB range from k to 12 cm. per a^. of phosphorus. The 
Figure 21» Avallabilitj of laJi2?0||.'H20 estimated from laboratory 
measurements for different assumed values of voliime of 
Ida allt loam infltieneed by fertilizer. 
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Figure 22, Istimated availability {a') of MaH2P0||_''H2® fertilizer 
derived froa water-extractable phosphorus aeasureaents 
in three soils versus VOIUIB© of soil influenced by 
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microbiological measurements indicate that is likely to be 
greater than i|, cml per ragm. of phosphorus. Again it seems 
' reasonable ,to assume will increase with decreasing parti-
cl® siz®. Thus th© data of Figure 21 indicate that A* will 
incr®as© with decreasing particle size In Ida silt loam. This 
is in agreement with the greenhouse data. 
Although the extraction data obtained in series 1 do not 
give detailed curves, it appears that drjing has an effect on 
the- quantity of phosphorus extracted, Th© samples not dried 
before extraction gave curves aliailar to those obtained with 
Webster silty clay loam* Ihese results would lead to a de­
er easei In A* with an increase in the volume of soil influenced 
I by fertiliser} that Is, A would increase with Increasing 
particle size. This behavior is not in agreement with the 
greenhouse data. 
For purposes of suitEnary, values of A* are plotted against 
values of for the three soils using data obtained with pro­
cedure 8 (water-soluble phosphorus, sawples dried before ex­
traction) in Figure 22, With the Seymour alit loam and Web­
ster silty clay loam, A' decreases with increasing As 
pointed out previously, experimental evidence indicates that 
will increase with decreasing particle slae. Thus A* 
changes in agreeraent with the availability measured in the 
greenhouse. With the Ida silt loam. A* changes in agreement 
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with the greenhouse data if V^. is greater than 4 cml p®r mgm. 
P of fertlllaer and if ¥|. increases with decreasing particle 
size. 
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IX* SmMARY AID COIGLUSIOIS 
Available «¥id®n©® in the literatiir© indicates that fer­
tiliser phospkorus additions will not become uniformly dis­
tributed throu^out the cultivated layer of soil for periods 
of time at leait as long as one cropping season. Bom® parts 
of the soil are iafluenesd by fertilizer while other parts of 
th© soil will remain as they w@r® before th# addition of fer­
tilizer. lo explain th® effects of fertilizer on phosphorus 
availability under suoh circumstances, the hypothesis was 
developed that the increase in the availability of phosphorus 
in a soil resulting from an addition of fertilizer phosphorus 
depends upon th© volum® of soil directly influenced by th® 
phosphorus addition and th© Inoreas® in availability of phos­
phorus in ©ach s©@a@nt of aoil in this volume of influence. 
Stated in mathematical terms, this becomes 
n 
A « _ 51 (I) 
i 1 
wher® A is the availability of th@ fertilizer phosphorus, 
&£ Is th© availability of th® fertilizer phosphorus 
p@r unit volxim® of soli, and 
% is th© voluM® of soil containing fertilizer 
phosphorus with an availability p©r unit 
volume, 
Th® summation is carried out over all volumes of soil influ-
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©need by fertilizer. By consideration of equation (I) In a 
qualitative way, "A" may b© shown to increase» remain constant, 
or decrease with Increasing particle size of the added ferti­
lizer. 
To pro'^ld© plant availability data for correlation with 
laboratory measurements, a greenhouse experiment was performed. 
Three rates of each of four particle size's (28 to 32, 16 to 
20, 12 to Xkt and 8 to 10-m©sh) of IaH2P0||_.H20 were applied 
to samples of six Iowa solla. With five of the six samples 
(Kansan till, Lindley silt loOEa, ' Carrington loam, Seymour 
silt loam, and Mebster sllty clay loaa) the large particles 
of fertilizer were superior to the small particles. With the 
Ida ailt loam sample, th© small particles were superior to 
the large particles. The Seymour silt loaai, Webster sllty 
clay loam, and Ida silt loam samples were chosen for labora­
tory studies. 
Equation (X) was evaluated in th© laboratory by eatlmat-
Ing th® fertilizer phosphorus distribution around the parti­
cles and by estimating the availability of the fertilizer 
phosphorus per unit volume of soil by chemical-means. In 
making the laboratory estimates of availability, it was as-
stmed that the availability of the fertilizer phosphorus to 
plants Is a unique, single-valued function of the concentra­
tion of fertilizer phosphorus In the soil and that the chemi­
cal procedures measure a quantity of phosphorus.that la 
12li. 
proportional to plant uptake of phosphorus, 
A method for estimating the volxime of soil Influenced by 
fertilizer and the fertilizer phosphorus distribution was de~ 
vised utilizing phosphorus«32 iHjmobilization by microorganisms. 
Microorganisms will incorporate phosphorus-32 into organic 
compounds in direct proportion to the specific activity of 
the source' of phosphorus and the net imaobllization of phos­
phorus. If nontagged fertilizer is allowed to react with soil 
in which the native soil phoiphortis is tagged with phosphorus-^ 
32, the specific activity of portions of the phosphorus avail­
able for microorganisms will be reduced. Then the reduction 
in phosphorus-32 activity in the organic matter in incubated, 
fertilized samples relative to incubated, nonfertilized sam­
ples is a measure of the volua© of soil influenced by ferti-
lizier. These ideas were used to derive mathematical expres­
sions for calculating the volume of soil influenced by 
fertilizer, subject to the assumptions that the fertilizer 
phosphorus possesses spherical ssfraiaetry with respect to-the 
center of the fertilizer particle and that the phosphorus 
distribution is a linear function of distance from the center 
of the fertilizer particle. From these data the assumed 
linear relation between phosphorus distribution and distance 
from the center of the particle could be defined. Data in 
the literature indicate that in most casea a linear relation 
will be a fair approximation for describing the fertilizer 
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pfaoepliorus distribution aromd a fertilia®!? particle. 
Ixperiments w©r© performed with. Ida silt loam and Webster 
silty clay loam in which miorobiological•iamobilization of 
phosphorus was studied as a function of the 1@¥®1 of added 
fertilizer. It was fomd that added fertilizer Increased 
microbiological iraiobilization of phosphorus. fh@ degree of 
increase,depended upon the le^el of native soil phosphorus 
whioh .exehang©d with phosphorus-32' and the l©v©l of added 
phosphorus, fhe increas® in iimaobilization of phosphorus 
tended to comteract th© decrease in specific activity re­
sulting from the presence of,fertilizer, ao that the net 
quantity of phosphorus-32 imaobilized per unit volume of soil 
changed rather slowly with changing level of fertilizer 
phosphorus. In eonsequene® th© sensitivity of th® method was 
relatively low with these two soils. 
Quantitative results for volme of fertilizer-affected 
soil were obtained with Seymour silt loam. The calculated 
volume® of soil influenced per of fertilizer phosphorus 
were l|..95» 3.90, 3.16, and 2.83 cml with'28 to 32, 16 to 20, 
12 to li|., and 8 to lO'-aesh phosphate particles, reapectively. 
lo quantitative results were obtained with Ida silt loam 
at two levels of.added fertilizer or with Webster silty clay 
loam. With these samples the .measured activity was lower -
than the activity calculated even if it wa.s assumed that the 
whole volume of soil was Influenced by fertilizer. Althou^ 
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these data indicated that too much fertilizer had been added, 
data in the literature obtained with a similar sample of Ida 
silt loam indicated that fixation of phosphorus in this soil 
should toe greater than that calculated from the phosphorus 
distribution measureiaents by the microbiological method. 
Thus it is not clear from the available data whether indeed 
too much fertilizer was added or whether some unknown error 
in the method was involved. 
Ihe microbiological immobilization measurements with the 
aaiaples of Ida silt loam and Webster silty clay loam .indicated 
in a qualitative way that the volume of soil influenced by 
fertilizer Increased as the particle size of the added phos­
phorus was decreased# This behavior is expected on the basis 
of evidence in the literature* foluiae of soil influenced by 
fertilizer and distribution of fertilizer phosphorus are some­
what Interrelated variables. With a given weight of ferti­
lizer, a decrease in volume of soil Influenced by fertilizer 
will In general mean that Increased concentrations of fer­
tilizer phosphorus will occur in sojBe regions of the soil 
Influenced by fertilizer. Numerous studies of phosphorus 
fixation reported in the literature show that phosphorus fixa­
tion increases with time and concentration of solution-phase 
phosphorus, During dissolution of the NallgPOi^.H^O particles 
in the soil, the concentration of phosphorus in solution 
adjacent to the fertilizer particles should b© relatively 
independent of particle size. However, the length of time 
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required for dissolution and mo¥eBi©nt of phosphorus away from 
the particle will increas© as the particle size increases. 
In thia experiment the Isu^g® particles were about four times 
the size of the small particles, fh© time required for dis­
solution of the large particlsB thus should be at least four 
times that required for dissolution of the small particles. 
Therefore, it would be expected that fertilizer phosphorus' 
eonoentratlone adjacent to the particle site would increase 
as the particle size Increases. This in turn would result in 
a decrease in 'volme of soil influenced as the particle size 
increases* This obser¥ation is of significance in explaining 
particle-size effects, as will be noted below. 
To estimate the availability of the fertilizer as a 
function of the quantity of fertilijser phosphorujg per unit of 
soil, samples of soil were treated with small amounts of solu­
tion containing various concentrationa of fertilizer. In 
this procedure homogeneous distribution of fertilizer phos­
phorus throu^out the whole soil sample was obtained. After 
allowing a suitable time for reaction, water extraction, 
anion exchange resin extraction, and phosphorus-32 equilibra­
tion were used to estimate the availability of the added 
phosphorus before and after drying the phosphated sample. An 
eaipirlcal relation was calculated between added phosphorus 
and extracted phosphorus using results obtained with selected 
procedures.,,. 
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The dmpirlcal equations calculated from the chemical 
measurements were combined with the assiuaed linear distribu­
tion of phosphorus aroxmd th© particles, and equation (l) 
was converted to an integral involving volxime of soil influ­
enced by fertilizer as a paraiaeter. fhen th© estimated 
availability wa® calculated as a function of volume of soil 
influenced by fertilizer* 
With the Seymour silt loam, the estimates of relative 
availability derived from laboratory measurements with the 
different sizes of fertiliser particles were correlated well 
with the relative availability of th© different particle 
sizes to plants in the greeniiouse* With the Webster silty 
clay loam, no quantitative aeasiirements of volume of soil 
influenced by the fertilizer were obtained. However, estimates 
of the availability of the fertilizer phosphorus made with 
different assumed values of volume of fertilizer-affected 
soil indicated that the availability increased as the volume 
decreased. Thus if the volume of soil influenced by ferti­
lizer actually did decrease as the particle size Increased, 
the predictions based on laboratory measurements are in agree­
ment with the plant-growth results. 
With the Ida silt loam, using the chemical extraction 
data obtained with dried samples, the estimated availability 
of the phosphorus estimated from laboratory measurements first 
decreased as the volume of soil influenced per agm, of ferti-
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lljser phosphorus increased from 2 to I4. em^. Thus with the 
dried samples, the laboratory results agree with th© green­
house results if the volume of a oil Influenced per lagm, of 
fertilizer phosphorus exceeded I}, cml with the 8 to 10-mesh 
particles and increased with decreasing particle size. 
With Seymour ailt loam and Webster silty clay loam, dry­
ing th© samples previous to extraction did not have aueh in­
fluence on the shape of the curves relating extracted phos­
phorus to concentration of fertilizer phosphorus* This was 
not the case with Ida silt loam. Although no actual calcula­
tions were made, the extraction results with the tindried Ida 
silt loam samples were similar enough to the results with the 
Webster silty clay loam sainples to predict that the estimates 
of availability based on the laboratory data would decrease 
with decreasing particle size. This behavior is not in agree­
ment with the greenhouse results. It is not clear from evi­
dence at hand whether results with samples dried before ex­
traction more nearly represent conditions in the greenhouse 
soil cultures than the results with samples not dried before 
extraction. 
The results in general indicate that equation (I) is use­
ful in fertilizer evaluation studies. Many crude approxima­
tions were laad© in this thesis, but the differences to be 
explained were great enough that these approxiiaations were 
probably justified. The usefulness of equation (I) would be 
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mucli Improved If more precis© means of evaluating the ferti­
lizer phosphorus distribution w©r® available, The microbio­
logical method desoribed in this thesis could probablj be 
greatlj improved with further work, but likely th© linear 
approximation for phosphorus distribution could not be elimi­
nated. 
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